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ABSTRACT
Increasing stress on the enviconment and current noms of sustainable development have
prompted the fomalization of new approaches to decision-making. This may be achieved

through the integration of sustainabïlity issues into the project selection process. One of the
issues of relevance in this context is reversibility. Reversibility in the context of this mearch
is defined as îhe degree to which the anticipated or unanticipated impacts of a development
project cm be mitigated. This definition hplies consideration of aü impacts of a development

plan for the purpose of identifying which alternative is "les ineversible," namely more
reversible. A framework is proposed for measuring revexsibility as one component of a
sustainable approach to project selection. Other components include, for example, risk and
equity. In the reversibility framework, social, ecological and economic impacts are combined

in their respective categories using a distance metric to obtain three category indexes of
reversibility for each alternative. Concepts of resilience. tirne preferences. option value, quasioption value, and cumulative effects, which aid the impact quantitication stage, are discussed.
The application of the reversibility framework is demonstrated using data from a detailed case

study, the North Central Project, which involves construction of approximately 500 kilometers

of tnnsmission and disinbution lines and related activities to provide electricity for seven

northem Manitoba communities that have obtained electricity from local diesel generating
plants since 1967. The analysis shows that the degree of irreversibility associated with the
North Central Project is less than the imeversibility of maintainhg the existing diesel plants.
Therefore, the North Central Project is the preferred alternative. The proposed reversibility
framework is usehl for compiling several sources of Wonnation in a single comprehensive
form. As the principles of sustainability and sustainable development are inherently used m
the framework, it is an appropriate tool for sustainable project selection.
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INTRODUCTION
Sustainability is a broad concept that encompasses a wide range of issues concemïng social
integnty, environmental protection and management, economic development, and the complex
linkages between these issues. Sustainable development is the major goal of sustainability
with broad objectives involving mhimization of damages to socid and ecological resources,
and supporting economic development. The most m e n t attempt at enforcing objectives of

sustainability and sustainable development has been the incorporation of environmental impact
assessrnent (EIA) guidelines into legislation. In the United States, EIA was incorporated into
legislation through the National Envuonmental Policy Act (NESA) in 1970 mirschl et al.
1993; Pal and Rajappa, 19931. In Canada, the Environmental Assessment and Review

Process (EARP) was estabiished in 1974 to enforce standardized guidelines for carrying out
impact assessments of federally proposed development projects F A R O , 19781.

This

process was strengthened through the Environmental Assessment Review Process Guidelines
Order by the federal cabinet in 1984. Further actions were taken by the Canadian Parliament

in 1993 to establish legislation that requires al1 development proposals seelring federal fimding
support or Canadian government approvals to undergo an EIA.

This trend towards

establishment of legislation for protecting the envuonment proves that there is general
consensus regarding the progressive deterioration of natural resources. This in tum implies
that there is a need for appropriate tools for implementing sustainability principles into the
decision making process so that decision rnakers can meet increasingly s a g e n t govemment
regulations for minimizing adverse impacts of development projects. ïnvariably, there is an
implicit requirement to consider impacts of a development project coliectively in order to
determine which, if any, of the alternatives satisfies ceplatory guidelines.
Various methods of coalescing impacts ofdevelopment plans have been discussed. Pal
and Rajappa [ 19931 discussed environmental impact units, defineci as the net difference

between the sum of weighted scale values of environmental quality parameters with a project
in place and the sum of values without the project, for the purpose of determining the best

diemative. Munda et al. [ 19941 demonstrated the application of fuuy multi-critena methods

for environmental management by means of a land-use probkm.

niey used a fuzzy

(qualitative) evaiuation rnatrix containing "linguistic" values of identified criteria (impacts) for
each alternative to illustrate a hrny conflict d y s i s of the "sharp conflict beiween
environmental and economic interests."

Their procedure also considend a linguistic

evaluation of the alternatives by affected interest groups. The outcome of theu procedure is a
raniüng of alternatives in order of attmctiveness accordhg to the preferences of a decision

maker when applied to environmental management pmblems with confiicting objixtives
related to social. ecological, and economic impacts.
Sustainable development "indicators" have ban developed by a aumber of countries

and international organizations for analyzing the state of naturai resoums. the pressures
exerted on the environment, and the responses of the naturd environment to the pressures.
The developmt and use of indicators has been discussed fiom di&rrnt perspectives by

numerous authon. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Dcvelopment (OECD)
has identifiai performance indicators for human "stresses" on the envirocment, indicators for

the state of the environment, and indicators for environmentai policy, for example, the amount

of protected areas [OECD? 19911. These indicaton are arranged according to seven groups:
1) atmosphere; 2) water; 3) biota; 4) land; 5) waste; 6) natural economic resources; and 7)

miscellaneous [from Alfsen and Szba, 19931. The set of indicatoa proposai by the
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) in 1985 are meant to "...assess the cunent state
and development over time of environmentai conditions with regard to a bmad environmental

concem." These hdicators are grouped ia five main categories: 1) nature; 2) resource; 3)
human activities affecting environmental activity; 4) quality of media, species and habitats; and
5) environmental management [!hm A1f.n and Sacb~,19931. Environment Canada [ 1991]

published a preliminary set of indicators covering a wide range of environmental issues
grouped under five main headings: 1) atmosphen; 2) water; 3) biota; 4) land; and 5) naniral
economic resources. The ultimate goal of definhg these indicators was to facilitate the
development of a "state of the environment index" similar to the econornic index GDP
[Alfsen. 19911. Karr et al. 119861 developed the Indicator of Biological Integrity (IBI) for

assessbg the sustainability of fish populations in streams in midwestem United

States.

Schaefer et al. [1988] identified eleven critena for measures of ecosystem health which also

apply as ecologicd indicators.

Palmer and Rising [199q developed an environmental

sustainability paraxneter (ESP)for agriculture which rates fana waste management practices
relative to a selected set of sample area f m s that are ideatified as being opecated at various
levels of sustainability, and is adaptable to any fanning area.
Typically, there are several alternatives associated with one particular development
project. Ultùnately one of the alternatives is selected for implementation based on some
criteria. A cornparison of the alternatives is desirable as the type and severity of impacts can
Vary widely between alternatives. With the exception of EIA gideünes and environmental

indicaton. comprehensive frameworks that facilitate such cornparisons for sustainable project
selection are scarce. Traditional decision making approaches for project selection focus
mainly on economic objectives that maximize economic benefits, and are based on results of

standard benefit-cost analyses. Decision makers who use these approaches are bound only by
exist ing govemment regulations for minirnizing adverse social and ecological impacts.

"Architects. engineers, and builders still prefer and use broadly standardized designs and
materials nther than work out locally adaptive variants" weeden. 1989, p. 441.
Furthemiore, sustainable decision making requires changes in substantive and procedural
environmental policies [Jordaan et al., 19931. A consolidation of sustainability principles and
traditional objectives of development requires changes in the criteria on which decisions
conceming the natural environment are based, environmental policies that enforce

sustainability objectives, and most importantly frameworks that comply with the requirements
of new environmental policies.

"The absence of a clear theoretical and analyticai

framework...rnakes it difficult to determine whether the new policies will indeed foster an

environmentally sound and socially meaningful fonn of development" [Lele, 1991, p. 6071. A
further requirement for susiainability is the simultaneous consideration of social, ecological,
and economic objectives without compromising one for another. Frameworks which are

based on sustainability criteria can also incnase awareness of the existing state of natural
resources and instigate a moral obligation so that protecting natural resources and achieving
sustainability become more than a set of govemment regulations.

One of the criteria of nlevance that can contribute to achieving the broader goal of

sustainability is reversibility,identified in an international discussion forum under the United
Nations Educatiooal, Scientific and Cultural Organization projeft [UNESCO. 19951. A
framework for m e a s u ~ greversibility of alternative projets was developed as documented m
this thesis. This framework considers the project alternative with the lowest degree of
irreversibility (opposite of reversibility) as the most reversible and, therefore. the most
desirable. The reversibility b e w o r k is proposed as a combinai theoretical and analytical
tool for implernenting reversibility as one of many viable sustainability criteria in the decision
making process. The proposed framework also provides an expanded view of development
projects that involve use of natural resources and related issues that will assist future research
in a similar direction. The ultimate goal of the framework is sustainable project selection.
It is important to note that the reversibility fmmework is only one of many possible

components of a sustainable approach to project selection. It does not replace other methods
proposed for identiwng and assessing impacts of development such as ihose discussed earlier.
Two other criteria that were identified under the UNESCO project, in addition to reversibility,

are risk and equity. Risk, as a component of sustainable project selection, is defmed as the
possibility of hami and the chance of occurrence as estimated by applicable facts, heuristic
knowledge and cultural perception [Kroeger, 19961. Equity considers the fair distribution of
social, ecologicai. and economic impacts among al1 affected groups [Matheson, 19961. A
measure of reversibility, or of risk, equity. or other sustainability cnteria, supplements a
traditional decision m a h g approach, and assisis in the evaluation and cornparison of project
alternatives for sustainable project decision making.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of key sustainability and sustainable developrnent
issues that are relevant to this thesis. as well as various topics related to reversibility that have
been discussed in the literature. 'Ihe literature review is sufficiently comprehensive for the

purpose of the research presented herein, but is not exhaustive of al1 issues, particularly those
related to sustainable development. as this is beyond the scope of this work.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the revenibility framework and its method of
application. Reference to key concepts reviewed in Chapter 2 are made where appropnate m

order to discuss the theoretical aspects of the fhmework- The application of the reversibiifity
framework involves four main stages. In Stage 1, social, ecologicai, and economic impacts are
identified. Stage II involves the quantification of all impacts. A revised version of a cornmon
distance menic is applied in Stage III to obtain reversibiüty indexes in each category (social,
ecoiogicd, economic) for di alternatives. A sensitivity analysis is cactied out in Stage IV.
Methods for cornbining the three category indexes (social, ecological, economic) were not
investigated as it is reasonable to assume that the number of feasible alternatives for most
development projects are few ( l a s than ten) and, therefore. three indexes per alternative is
manageable. Furthemore, decision makers would most likly prefer to observe a measure of
performance in each category so that the social, ecological, or economic impacts that are
problematic are more easily identified and the appropriate action c m be employed. The
purpose of the reversibility fmework presented in this thesis is not to replace EIA. The
reversibility framework is proposed as an additional tool that can assist decision maken in
analyzing impacts of development plans in a systematic form for making the project selection
process sustainable.
An introduction to the North Central Project and the application of the proposed

revenibility framework to data extracted from various documents related to the case shidy are
presented in Chapter 4. This chapter also contains a discussion of the sensitivity analysis of
the reversibility indexes to changes in various parametea.

Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the general proficiency of the frarnework in tenns

of the validity of the revenibility indexes and ease of application. The applicability of the
reversibility framework in various situations and at various stages of development are
discussed. Recommendations for future extensions to the framework are also discussed in this
chap ter.

This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 2.1 contains a brie€ overview of
sustainable development, sustainability, aad several issues of relevance to this thesis that have
been addressed in the literanire. A complete review of sustainability. sustainable development
and al1 of the related issues is beyond the scope of this research. A clear understanding of the
relevant issues, however. is necessary for understanding the proposed hsunework for
measunng reversibility of development decisions. The main motivation in the literature for
discussing reversibility or irreversibility coïncides with one of the underlying principles of
sustainable development, namely the preservation of natural resources. Section 2.2 offers an
overview of the topic of reversibility and related issues found in the literature which are used
in the proposed Framewock for measuring reversibility (Chapter 3).

2.1

Sustainable Development and Related Issues

Definitions of the phrase 'bsustainable development" have propagated very rapidly since its
introduction. A consensus on defmitioos has not been fomed due to the wide range of
viewpoints and philosophies that have been discussed.

Though a relatively new topic. there

are many common issues related to sustainable development that have been discussed by

different authors. The definitions of sustainable development and sustainability and theü
objectives. poverty and participation, intergenerational and intragenerational equity,
appropnate technology, and ethics are only a few examples that are of relevance to this thesis.
These issues are discussed in this section beginning with the ongin of the phrase 'csustainable

developrnent" as cited by various authors. A cornpiete review of the literature on the topic of
sustainable development is beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.1.1 Origin

According to Barbier 119891 the concept of sustainable development (SD) most likely
originated at the Paris Biosphere Conference and the Washington DC Conference on the
Ecological Aspects of International Development, both h e u in 1968. However, the 1972 UN
conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm. is wially credited with
popularizing its concept.
Pearce et al. [1993. p. 71 distinguish between two environmentai revolutions. The fint
revolution in attitudes toward the environment occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s and
was characterized by the debate over environmental quality versus economic growth.

The late

1980s and early 1990s witnessed a second revolution which continues to expand on the

original concepts and arguments.

It was durùig the second revolution that the term

"sustainable development" was introduced and began to gain popularity.
The concepts of sustainability and sustainable development received a major impetus

from the World Commission on Environment and Development report. Our Common Future.
This report is also referred to as the Brundtland Report because the commission, created by
the United Nations in 1983, was headed by Mrs. Gro Harlem Brundtland, former Prime

Minister of Norway.
2.1.2 Sustainable Development

There is no single defmition of sustainable development that clearly captures al1 of its

underlying concepts. Many authors have contributed to the literaaire with their interpretation
of the phrase in an attempt to either dispute or concur with the maiastream defmitions. For
example, while O'Riordan [1985] cdls sustainable development a contradiction in terms,
Redclift [1987] suggests that it is just anotherdevelopment truism.

The World Commission on Environment and Development WCED, 19871. in Our
Common Futrve, has defined sustainable development as c6developmentthat meets the needs

of the present genention without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs" [p. 431.

Lele [1991] offers a critical review of conceptual and interpretational weaknesses of
the phrase sustainable development Lele states that there are those who beüeve that SD
should not be defined too rigorously, as the value of the phrase Iies in its broad vagueness.
But following a full discussion of interpretational problems and conceptual weaknesses
contained in the phrase. he suggests that if SD is to have a fundamentai impact, its politically
expedient vagueness must be replaad by intellechial clarity and rigor. Lele tries to clarify
interpretational problems associated with the phrase "sustainable development," which as he
claims are ultimately conceptual but have some semantic roots. He defues the concepts of
sustainability and development separately and then brings the concepts together to present a
general interpretation of sustainable development: sustainable development is achieving
traditional objectives of development, for example, meeting basic needs, plus ecological and
social sustainability.

From an econornic perspective, Pearce et al. [1993, p. 81 state that SD bbdescribesa
process in which the natural resource base is not allowed to deteriorate." What they cal1 the
second environmental revolution in the 1980s showed that limits to economic change do exist
if economies are not managed in an environmentally sensitive way. This change in economic

perspective has been captured by the term "sustainable development"
Pearce et al. [ 19901 daim that "development" is a value word, implying change that is
desinble. Therefore there is no consensus as to its meaninp. They derme development in
tems of a "vector OF desirable social objectives," a list of attributes which society seeks to

achieve or rnaximize.

After discussing a few caveats, they suggest that sustainable

development can be defmed in its "weak fom" as the geaenl requirement that the rate of
change of development (the vector of desirable characteristin) over time be pnjjiiive over

some selected fmite time horizon. In its "strong form" sustainable development requires that
the rate of change be increasing.

According to Tolba [1984] most people use the phrase "sustainable developrnent"
interchanpably with "eco1opica11y sustainable" or "environmentally sound development"
[Tolba, 1984, cited in Lele, 19911.
Mannion [ 19921 states that the concept of sustainable development promotes the
message that resources should be conserved because they are not infinite. It is a tenn that is

acknowledged to be more rhetoncally than factualiy valuable. Mannion briefly discusses the
spatial and temporal aspects of sustainable development For example, what is sustainable
locally may not be sustainable regionally. and what is sustainable over a decade may not be
sustainable over a century.
Pearce and Turner 119901 establish two niles for achieving a sustainable econorny.
First, use of renewable resources should be carried out such that the rate of use is not greater
than the natural regeneration rate. Second,waste flows to the environment must be kept at or

below the assimilative capacity of the environment.
Repetto 119861 defines sustainable development as a development strategy that
manages al1 assets, natural resources. and human resources. as well as fiaancial and physicai
assets, for increasing long-term wealth and well-king

.

Sustainable development rejects

policies and practices that deplete the productive base including natural resources to support

living standards and leaves hiture generations with poorer prospects and greater risks than our
own [p. 151.

Sustainable development is viewed as an objective of the much larger goal of
sustainability. The distinction has not been clearly addressed in most of the literature, and an
attempt to do so is beyond the scope of this thesis. The topic of sustainability is addressed m
the next section.

2.1 .3 Sustainability

A few authon have used mainstream concepts to defie sustainability in place of

sustainable development. For example, Pearce et al. 119931 (summarized in the previous
section) used a maintenance-of-the-natural-resourcesargument to describe SD, while Field
and Olewiler [1995] used a sirnüar argument to defme sustainability (see below). The most

notable attempt at defuiing both concepts in a single article appears in Lele 119911. This
article and several other sources that have addressed the concept of sustainability apart from
that of SD are summarized in this section.

According to Lele [1991] the concept of sustainability originated in the context of
renewable resources such as forests and fishenes, and has fomed into a broad slogan

sanctioncd by the environmental movement Most proponents of sustainability accept the
interpretation that it is "the existence of ecological conditions necessary to support humm lifé
at a specified level of well-king through futwe generations" [p. 6091. Lele argues chat one
cannot deny that humans (as well as animals) depend on ecological resources and conditions
for sustenance and well-being. Ecological sustainability is necesSacy to support human llft
now and in the future. m i s means that the ecological or biophysical patterns that respond to
human activity must be maintained such that the ability of present and future generations to

use the ecological resources does not dimuiish. This irnplies a cirailar relationship between

humans and ecological resources. As an example, soi1 erosion could be caused by excessive
fming on marginal lands without allowing for fdlow periods.

This ecological

rinsustainability can perpetuate into further degradation of farming conditions chus
jeopardizing the ability of those who depend on farming for subsistence, both now and in the
Future. [n reality, however, the problem

may be much more complex wich social causes king

one aspect of ecological unsustainability.
Dovers and Handmer [1993] defme sustainability as "the long-term and diffîcult goal
of reaching an ecologically sustainable state."

Sustainable development is only a variable

process by which we might move towards sustainability.

They argue therefore, that

sustainable development is an objective of the much larger goal of sustainability.
Jacobs [1993] States that the t e m sustainability is often used as a general indication of
"environmental goodness" but it does have a useîùl intuitive meaning, namely the capacity to
Iast or continue. Jacobs dehes sustainability as the maintenance of envuonmental capacities
at

levels which at least avoid future environmental catastrophe and which at most give future

generations the opportunity to enjoy a level of environmental consumption at l e s t equal to
that of the present generation.
There are different viewpoints regardhg the term sustainability when used with the
adjectives 'social' or 'ecological.'

While some authors consider social issues independent of

ecological issues, others consider hem complementary. Barbier [1987] considers social
sustainability separate from ecological sustainability and defines it as the ability to maintain
desired social values, traditions, institutions, cultures, or other social chancteristics.

Robinson et al. 119901 state that "a sustainable society must be sustainable in both

environmental and socio-political terms" [p. 381. Weeden [1989] points out that social issues
must be considered ifa development project is to be sustainable since a human activity c m be
sustained only ifit is socially acceptable. Lele (19911 maintains that usage of the term 'social
sustainability' is not very common but social aspects of sustainability must be considered m
order to determine which of the ecological principles of (ecologicai) sustainability are
acceptable. There is no contradiction betweea social aiid ecologi d sustainability, rather they

can complement and inform eadi other.

Turner 119881 presenu two modes of sustainabüity [ f h n McPeak, 19941. Ihe first is
sustainable growth mode which is defîned by a policy where conservation is one of seveml
goals of an overall materials policy that includes waste recycling options and waste reduction
strategies. The second is the sustainable development mode which, by contrast, considea
conservation and preservation as the sole basis for defuiing criteria to be used in evaluating
policy. In this mode, environmental ethics becomes the key theme for analysis.

To define sustainability, Robinson et al. [ l99O] use the Brundtland Commission's
(WCED) definition of sustainable development. which provides a basis for applying the

concept of sustainability both biwphysically and socio-politically, as a starting point. They
define sustainability as "the peaistence over an apparently indefmite future of certain
necessary and desired characteristics of the socio-political system and its natural environment"
[P 391-

Dovers and Handrner 119931 have identified and commented on eight of what they cal1
"most obvious contradictions" of sustainability.

The first contradiction is between

"technology and culture: cause venus cure" which suggests that technology and cultural
preferences are the cause of unsustainability to date but they also provide the only means of

moving towards sustainability. The second is 'chumilityversus arrogance" which suggests that
despite a continually increasing quantity of information our comprehension of the global
environment is characterized by greater and greater uncertainty. While needing humility to
acknowledge our non-omniscence and accept new howledge and expenence, we aiso need
arrogance to rnake decisions in the face of the inevitable ignorance regarding the global
environment. The third contradiction considers "intergenerational versus intragenerational
equity" to point out that conflicting allocation of resources between present and future

2.1.4 Objectives of Sustainable Development and Sustainability

Some of the literature on the topic of SD has trieci to capture and swnmarize
objectives of SD within social, ecological, and economic boundaries. Several more clearly
stated objectives extracted from selected articles are reviewed in this section.
Accordhg to Tolba [L984],the concept of sustainable development put forward by
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)encompassed the following goais of

sustainable development- (i) help for the poor, because they are left with no options but to
destroy their environment; (ii) the idea of self-reliant development, withh naturd resource

constraints; (iii) the idea of cost-effective development ushg nontraditional economic criteri&
(iv) issues of health control, appropriate technology, food self-reliance, clean water and

shelter for dl; and (v) the notion that people-centered initiatives are needed.
Jacobs et al. Cl9871 sumrnarize the debate at the conference on Conservation and
Development (held in Ottawa in 1986) into five broad requirements for sustainable

development: ( 1) integntion of conservation and development; (2) satisfaction of basic human
needs; (3) achievement of equity and social justice; (4) provision of social self-detemination
and cultural diversity; and (5) maintenance of ecological integrity.

Sengeldin [1993] suggests that the principles of SD require that the ecological, social,
and economic criteria have equal importance, and that the mainstream economic objectives be

replaced by a combination of the three critena. These SD critena occupy the three corners of
the SD triad. Therefore, the objectives of SD can be categorized into three components: ( 1)

social objectives, including social cohesion, institutional setting, empowennent, social identity,
and participation; (2) ecological objectives, including ecosystem integrity, maintenance of

env i ronmen tal carrying capacity, and biodiversity; and (3) economic objectives, including
growth (for example, growth in GDP),equity, and efficiency.
WCED [ 19871 lists eight operational objectives of sustainable development: (1)
reviving growth; (2) changing the quality of growth; (3) meeting essential needs for jobs.

food, energy. water, and sanitation; (4) ensuring a sustainable level of population; (5)

conserving and enhancing the resource base; (6) reorienting technology and managing nsk; (7)
merging environment and economics in decision making; and (8) reorienting international

economic relations [p. 491.
Palmer [L992,p. 1831 offers twelve priorities for achieving sustainable development(1) slow population growth; (2) reduce poverty, ineqwitity and Third World debt; (3) make

agriculture sustainable; (4) protect forests and habitats; (5)maintain water quaiity; (6) inc~ase
energy efficiency; (7) develop nnewable sources of ewrgy; (8) Iimit air pollutants especially
greenhouse gases; (9) reduce waste generation and increase recycling; (10) protect the ozone
layer; (1 1) protect ocean and coastal nsources; and (12) shift military spending to sustainable

development.
Several themes are common to the objectives of sustainable development and
sustainability. A clear representation of al1 themes is a daunting t a l c as they are interrelated
and c m bifurcate into many subcomponents. The common themes considered in this literature
review include poverty and inequality, participation. appropriate technology, intergenerational
equity (or intergenerational faimess), Uitragenerational equity, and ethics. Segments from

selected articles that have addressed these themes are respectively summarized in the
subsections that follow.
2.1.4.1 Poverty and Inequality

Singh and Titi 11995, p. 61 defmed poverty as

...a condition of lack of access to

"

options and entitlements which are social, political, economic, cultural and ecological." They
listed three conditions that characterize the poor. (1) isolation due to distance from centers of
tnde and information; (2) vuherability to physicai incapacity and exploitation; and (3)

powerlessness because of ignorance of their rights and lack of access to employment They
defined impovenshment, in relation to poverty, as "...an active proccss that leads to
diminished access to options and entitlements" [p. 61.
Semgeldin [1993] points out that the poor suffer the most from environmental
degradation and they are the least well-equipped to protect themselves. yet they are the cause
of much of the damage as a result of short term necessity, ignorance, and lack of resources.

In particular, the poor are the most vulnerable in terms of exposure to certain types of

pollution. They ais0 suffer disproportionately h m indoor air pollution that results fiom
buming unclean, but affordable, bio-fiels [p. 81.
Pearce and Warford 119931 relate poverty to the level of environmenial degradation
especially in the poorer economies that heavüy depend on naturai resources. As poverty

increases, natural environmentcr are degraded to obiah immeâiate subsistence supplies. As
environments degrade, the prospects for future Iiveühood decnase, and enviraimental
degradation generates more poverty.

nius, the cycle accelerates and the "trap of

env ironmental degradation and poverty" worsens [page 481.
Reddy [1994], in his discussion of technology and development, argues that povertystricken inhabitants of developing countries are more adversely affected by environmentai

pollution because of their much lowet level of nutrition and health. The under-privileged m
poor countnes, therefore, can afford pollution less than the healthier and better nourished
people in rich countries.
Bartelmus [1986] also points out the link between poverty, development and
environmental problems in developing countries.

Bartelmus States that "...many

environmenial problems in developing countries originate from the lack of development, that

is from the struggle to overcome extreme conditions of poverty" [p. 181.
Boyce [ 19941 extends two hypotheses that relate environmentally degrading economic
activity to the balance of 'power' and wealth.

Fint, the extent of an environmenrally

dgnding activity depends on the balance of power between the winners, who denve net
benefits from the activity, and the losen, who bear net costs. Second, greater inequalities of
power and wealth lead to more environmental degradation.

Environmentally degrading

activities Ofien gnerate relatively small short term benefits and high long-run costs.
Reddy [ 19941 suggests that inequalities grow with increasing Uidustrialization in
developing countries on the basis of modem technology [p. 3301. The gap beiween the rich
and the poor increases as a result of unemployment caused by introducing capital-intensive

modem technology into developing countries where only labour is found in abundance.
Repetto [1986] argues that most wodd agree that consigning a large segment of the
world's population to deprivation and poverty is unfair since poverty is the underlying reason

for the deterioration of resources and the population growth in much of the world.

2.1.4.2 Participation

'Ihe concept of participation is related to poverty in terms of sustainable development

in that participation is a necessitry condition for 'ernpowerment' de-

as the profess of

removing poverty. Participation cm occur at different levels with respect to sustainable
developrnent. For example, Cohen and Uphoff [1980] identined four types of participation: m
decision making, implementation, benefit distribution and their evaluation. 'This section is
genenlly concemed with the role of participation. ai any levet. for achieving sustainable
development.
Lele [ 19911 identifies participation as one of the conceptual weaknesses of sustainable
development The term 'local participation' is beginning to gain as much emphasis as equity
and social justice. There are three problems with this shift. First, the term participation

should not be used interchangeably with the terms equity or decenûalization since
participation is necessary but not sufficient for maintaining equity and social justice. Second,
rnahstream SD literature assumes that involvement of non-govemment organizations m
project management and hplementation ensures project success.

Third, there is an

assumption that participation automatically reinforces ecological sustainability.
In a discussion p a p a on the topic of participation, Vivian [1991, p.181 stated that

...stmggles for greater participation are essential elements of the foundation of an endurable

"

basis for sustainable development.

This process can only be helped by the growing

recognition of the importance of the environment for the fûture well-king of the entire
pla.net."
Sengelciin Cl9931 argues that people are the instruments, beneficiarks, and victims of
al1 development activities. Their active involvement in various stages of development are

crucial to achieving success. Therefore, ''the challenge is to make participation more than an
empty catchword" [p. 101. Those potentially affkcted by developrnent projects should
participate at the design stage. Local howledge should be better incorporated in design and
implementation of projects.
Cemea [ 19931, in his discussion on the sociologists' approach to achieving sustainable
development, identifies "social management tools" that can be used to integrate social
resources with development prograrns. These tools range from creating public awareness to

investing in humm capital, and h m simple consultations to fostering participatory

CO-

managemenr With respect to technology, creating and strengtheaing socialiy adequate
organizational structures, and involving users of the technology, is no les important than the
technology itself.
Ghai Cl9921 points out that local communities should be given the power to protect
thernselves agaînst adverse impacts of development mis c m only be achieved by alIowing
them to participate in the decision-malring process. Locals have a greater interest in the health
and integrity of the environment than any outside parties for their very existence and way of
l i b are at stake. The howledge and understanding possessed by local communities of the

indigenous ecology characterized by incredible complexity.divesity and specificity gained out
of constant interaction with the environment are invaluable. Local communities are in a good

position to evaluate the devance and validity of solutions to environmental problems devised
by extemal agencies.
2.1A.3Appropriate technology

Reddy [1994] offers criticisms of modem technology classified into three broad

categories: envuonmental; economic; and social.

His envuonmental cnticisms focus on

exploitation of natural resources and urban gigantism in developed countries, and high levels
of pollution caused by high concentrations of modem technology in industriaiized regions of

developing countnes. With respect to economics, Reddy argues that the capital-intensive and
labor-swing nature of modern technology when introduced into developing countries, where
labour is abundant but capital is scarce, results in increased unemployment. Unernployment

aggravates poverty, and since the market of luxury goods produced by modem indusüy is
only accessible to those employed at the higher levels of the capital-intensive modem secior,

the gap between the affluent and the poor increases. This c m also occur within different

regions of developed countries. Reddy's social cnticisms of modem technology center on
commercialism in developed countries which causes dispossession of the under-privileged and
social stresses between the rich and the poor leading to possible acts of aggression. ln
developing countries, the disintegration of traditional social forms of organization and ancient
modes of production. and the generation of a dual society, are the main social criticisrns.

Hogendom 119921 defines technology as the appücation of art, craft, or skül to a
product or process. He discusses te!chnologicai change in industry, in agriculture, in fornihg

"human capital." in piamhg and markets, and in relation to ecoaomi*es of scaie fkom an
economic viewpoint. Hogendom considers five economic arguments that are used to justify
high capital intensity in the modem sector of a labor-abundant country (1) low labor

productivity, most often a result of malnutrition and ilInes in the work force; (2) dficidy
high pnces for labor or low pnces for capiial; (3) factor substitution is difficult if the capital-

labor

n tio

is large1y fmed and unalterable; (4) designing and sesvicing labor-intensive

equipment; and (5) technology that is used as a cornpetitive device.
Mannion [1992] argues that biotechnology can coninbute to achieving sustainable
development.

Resource recovery and recycling, and hazardous waste disposal are

environmentally beneficial facets of biotechnology.

These are pertinent to sustainable

development because they extend the resource base.

KrutiIla and Fisher [ 19721 discuss some economic implications of technological
change. When a decision is made to invest in

a development project, the correspondhg

technology is locked in during the life of the hvestment

Conside~ga number of

development alternatives (for example, al1 possible means of producing electricity such as
hydro, thermal, wind, etc.), the shorter the life of the facility. the shorter is the time over
which each alternative is loclced in by the state of technology existing at the tirne of

investment. In other words, the shorter the life, the more frequently will the capacity of
hydropower generation of the alternative be updated by new technology. and, other things
remaining equal, the more efficient will the shorter lived alternative grow relative to the longer
lived technologically fixed alternative. In short. technological improvements of alternative
sources of electricity occur at different rates, therefore the relative technological
advancements must be considered.
2.1.4.4 lntergenerational Equity

Page [1977a, b] argues that in order to achieve a state of "permanent livability," a
state of economy that is sustainable through tirne, there must be "equai access" to the natural
resource base. This will ensure that the least advantaged generation is supplied with the

maximum amount of pcimary goods (goods which people rationally prefer more of than less

of). Thus, in the context of intergeaeratioaai fairness, the generai requirement is that the

stock of natural capital be increasing, or at least held constant, t h u & the.
Solow CL9861 dso uses the constancy of total capital stock argument to set out
conditions for intergenerationai faimess. From an ethical perspective, this means an equitable
rate of depletion of non-renewable resources h m one generation to anoîher, and a constant
flow of consumption over tirne. To achieve intergenerational faimess. therefore, it is
necessary to invest the entite economic retum from a non-renewable rcsource in reproducible
(natural) capital. Field and Olewiier [1995] agree with this point, and state that when
nonrenewable resources are used they become unavailable to future generations.
Pearce et al. [1989] say that the intngenentional equity aspect of sustainable
development places emphasis on providing for the needs of the least advantaged in society.
They suggest as a general principle that future generations should be compensated for
reductions in resources caused by the actions of the present generation. Pearce et al. [1990]
use Rawls' [1972] principle of justice as a moral basis for arguing that the next generation
should have a level of access to the natunl resource base at l e s t equal to that of the previous
penention. Since individuals are under a 'teil of ignorance" about where in society they
would be allocated, decision-makers would avoid disadvantaging certain groups for f e u that

they themselves would be allocated to those groups. The intergenerational variant of the

Rawls principle extends the veil of ignorance to the intertemporal context in which each
genention is ignorant of the time p e n d to which it will be allocated.
Tisdell[1993] also uses Rawls' theory of justice as a basis for argument. Tisdell States
that "given that every individual could have been bom into the situation of any other, and that

everyone in a hypothetical onginal position involvïng 'a veii of ignorance' would be uncertain
of when and in what situation they would be bom, they would opt for equality of 'incorne'

unless inequality was to the advantage of all" [p. 1321.
Jacobs 119931 defmes two interpretations of sustainabiiity. A "weak" or "minimal"

version of sustainability would require that present generations sustain the environment to the
extent that future generations are guaranteed at least the avoidance of environmental
catastrophe. The "strong" or "maximal" version by contrast would demand that future

generations be given the opportunity to experience a level of environmental consumption at
least equal to that of the present generaiion.
According to Batie 119891, the main concem regardhg intergenerational equity

Îs

central among advocates of SD. He identifies two genecai defuiitioos common to most
in terpretations.

These are "constrained economic growth" and "maintenance of the

resources." The constraïned economic growth detuution involves fimt a fornakation of rules

that incorporate ecological principles and envuonmentd ethics. and second allowance for
traditional economic maximization within the framework. Conversely. the maintenance of the
resource definition is a maximization concept that implïes minirniang the use of the natural
environment.
Dovers and Handmer 119931 state that intergenerational equity, or justice between

gnerations, is the ultimate principle behind the notion of sustainability.
2 1.4.5 ln trageneratimal Equjty

Rawls [1972], fiom a moral perspective, proposed a "macimin" strategy for fair

distribution of the resource base. This strategy suggests that to ensure justice, the lest
advantaged in a piven society must be favored. Justice is to be equated with a bias in resource
allocation to the lest advantaged in society.
Pearce et al. [L990] defie and discuss the key necessary (but not suficient) condition
for sustainable development as "constancy of the natural capital stock." They point out that a

constant or increasing naturd capital stock serves the goal of intragenerational faimess, which
is justice to the socially disadvantaged both within any one country and between countries at a

given point in time. Pearce and Warford [1993] agree with this argument. Achieving faimess
within a generation is equivalent to achieving justice for the socially disadvantaged both within
a single country and between different countries at any point in time. The authors give

examples of intragenemtional equity including reliance on biomass fuels such as animai waste
and fuelwood; untreated water supplies; natural fertilizen to maintain soi1 quality; and fodder

from natural vegetation for livestock [p. 451.

2. 1.4.6 Efhics

Jacobs 119931 discusses valuation meüiods for detennining envhnmental costs of
projects in order to point out the ethical pmnise of sustainabiüty. He explains that valuation
methods of detemiinhg environmentai consequences of projects are seen by ecoaomists to be

examples of a 'positive' concept, one which relies on objectively measumble desires and
interests of those affected. This is a descriptive appmacb that determines an 'optimal' level of
environmental protection based on what is, aot on what should be. Sustainability, on the
other hand, is a 'nonnative' concept which goes beyond what is to what should be. The
traditional economics is a positive discipline which is not based on value judgments. In other
words, it only determines the optimal level but does not indicate whether it is ethical to apply
it. SD, however, has value judgments integated into its principles. This forces one to ask
what should the 'morally optimal' level of environmental protection be.

Environmental

valuation attempts to place monetary values on natural and environmental resources. SD
implies that while it may be acceptable to discount one's own future, it is ethically
unacceptable to do so with the lives of other people. Basically, there is a p n e n l refusal to
treat others as if they are morally less significant
Other authors have contributed to the literature on ethics, theology and value theory,
though wi th little em phasis on these topics in the context of sustainable development. See, for
example, Gray [1994],

2.2

Cobb [1993], and Bedau [1991].

Reversibility and Related Issues

The topic of reversibüity of development of natural resources has mainly appeared in the

environmental economics literature, where the main focus has been the irreversibility of
decisions regarding allocation of natural resources to development instead of preservation.
Typically, the approach taken is to consider any amount of development to be irreversible, and
to analyze the consequences of the development (or preservation) decision, including benefits

and costs, information gained or forgone, tlexibility, and the effects on environmental policies.

The underlying b a i s in the litenture for discussing reversibüity or irreversibility, therefore, is

the preservation of natural resources, a central theme of sustainability and sustainable
development mis is where the concept of reversibiIity is suongly associated with sustainable
development. ReveMbility has also been discussed in oîher contexts. For example, Rydiag

cl98 11 discussed the reversibility of man-induced euhnphicatioa based on results of a Iake
recovery study of thirty lakes. Haimes and Hall 119773 proposed a multiobjective fiamework

that considered irreversibility, d e f d as ''the degree of diffculty involved

Ïn

restoring

previous States or conditions once the system has been altered by a decision" [p. 721, as one
objective hinction in water murce management models. Several articles from the economics
literature that have directly addressed irreversibiüty of development decisions are reviewed m
the following subsection. Other issues that are signifiant to this thesis, hciuding option
value, quasi-option value, time preference, and resilience are reviewed in subsequent
subsections.

2.2.1 Reversibility or Irreversibility

Henry [ 1974a] defuied an irreversible decision as a decision which "...significantly
reduces for a long time the variety of choices that would be possible in the future."

He

considered a problem of sequential decisions under irteversibiüty and uncertainty, where
irreversible decisions may be made and where the infocmation structure pertaining to the state
of nature improves with time. The problem was reiated to a cost-benefit analysis of the
destruction of public fores6 to build a circumferential highway around Paris at the time. This
initial uncertain problem could be coaverted to a riskless problem if every random rehirn or
cost were replaced by its expected value before application of any decision cnterion. In a
multi-period information structure, at each individual t h e period two possible situations exist
1) there is a choice as to whether or not an irreversibIe decision is made; and, 2) no choice

Henry proved that there is a relationship between the level of risk (or
uncertainty) and irreversibility for sequential decision problems, and that a nsk neutral
remains open.

decision maker will, more often than not, adopt an irreversible decision. That is, if the
solution to the nsliless problem, solved by a risk-neunal decision maker, does not imply an
immediate irreversible decision, then the solution to the initial random problem does not

either. However. a situation may occur in which the solution to the riskless problem requires
an immediate irreveaible decisim. whereas the solution to the initial random problem does

not.
Arrow and Fisher [ 19741 were primanly concemed with the effect of uncertainty on
decision criteria for a binary choice between preservation and development, two broad
alternative uses of natural environmentis. The erpected value (under uncertainty) of benefits
of development are considered to be les than the value of benefits under certainty. A useful
interpretation of this point is that if uncertainty exists about the benefits of investment m
development, underinvestment is more appropriate than ove~vestmentas development is
irrevenible. In other words, unde~vestmentin ihe fint period can be remedied in the second
period when new information and experience has been gained, whereas consequences of

overinvestment persist and carmot be reversed. In general, less development should iake place
initially so as not to foreclose hih>re options when maljng sequential decisions under
uncertainty. This result is tnie whenever there is a chance that future disïnvestment will be
warranted; demonstrated for the continuous choice case by Henry [1974b] and for the discrete
case by Bernanke [1983].
Miller and Lad [1984] applied a Bayesian decision theoretic frarnework to a twoperiod decision problem similar to Arrow and Fisher's [1974] fiamework. They expücitly
stated the assumption that development is irrevenible and that expectations about benefits and

costs d u ~ the
g second period Vary with results of the first-period action. The amount and
type of leaming (information gained about consequences of development) achieved depend

upon the action talien in the first period. In their mode1 of a general decision problem, the

irreversibility of development is represented by the assumption that the amount of
development undertalcen in the second period cannot be negative; the proportion of resources
developed in the first p e n d cannot be renimed to a preserved sme.

Miller and Lad

disagreed with the genenl consensus in the literature [Henry, 1974, Arrow and Fisher, 19781
that in the presence of irreversibility flexible decisions that allow learning should entail less

development chan fixed long-tem development decisions. If las or no development takes
place in the first period, more is learned about preservation Conversely, if more is developed
in the first period, less is learned about preservation but more information about the

Pindyck Cl9911 also discussed the effects of Ureversibility and uncertainty on
hvestment expenditures.

Pindyck pointed out two important characteristics of most

investment expenditures ignored by existing economelric models.

Fit, investment

expenditures are mostly sunk costs that are ürecoverable, thus hversible. Investment
expenditures are considered to be sunk costs, thus irreveaible, because of the fact that the
capital is usually f m or industry specific, and cannot be used by a different fm. in addition.
irreversibilities can arise because of govemment regulations or institutional arrangements. For
exampie, capital controls may make it impossible for foreign or domestic investors to sell
assets and

reûllocate their hnds. Investments in new workers may be partly irreversible

because of high costs of hiring, training, and f d g . Second. investments can be delayed m

order to gain infonnation about prices. costs and other market condiiions beiore committing
resources. In the context of natural resources and the envuonment, for example, if hiture

values of wildemess areas and parking lots are uncertain. it may be better to wait before
irrevenibly paving over a wilderness area.
Other authors have developed and discussed analyses of irreveaible investments,
including Arrow [1968], Fisher et al. [1972], Fisher et al. [L974],Cummings and Norton
[ 19741, and

Fisher and Krutilia [ 19741. The central theme of ail these analyses has been the

unique and irreplaceable resources that may be affected by investment decisions to develop,
and the irreversible impacts on the environment.

2.2.2 Option Value

The concept of option value is oniy indirectly related to the concept of reversibility as
defined in the context of the research presented in this thesis. It is, however, useful for

providing insight into various methods and theones that have been put forward in the 1st
three decades for assigning monetary values to potential non-monetary benefits that can be
denved fiom vanous goods

and services including naairal environmental resources. In

economic terms, option value has been commonly defined as the difference between option
price and consumer surplus. Option pnce of a resource is an amount potenrial users of a

resource are willing to pay in order to retain the option of using that resource in the future.

Consumer surplus accounts for the amount actual consumers of a resource are willing to pay
to continue using that resourçe (equivdent variation), or the amount of compensation (hgr
will accept to fongo its use (compensating variation), in addition to the market price of that
resource [Young, 19921. Option value, therefore, is one measure of non-user benefits. 'Ihe
concept has evolved in the economics literature as a means for evaluating non-user benefits to
be used in conventional benefit-cost analyses. Several relevant artic1es are rcviewed below.

The concept of optioa value was intraduced by Weisbrod 119641. Weisbrod pointed
out that it is customary to distinpish individual-coosurnption(private) goods from collective-

consumption (public) goods. A number of significant commodities appear to be of the private
variety but also possess characteristics of public goods. Even if a pnvately produced good or

service, such as visiting a national park, is not profitable it may serve the social welfare to
subsidize its production, as opposed to allocating the resources to other uses such as
lumbenng or mining as would be dictated by conventional economic reasoning. Weisbrod
pointed out the existence of those who anticipate purchasing such a commodity (visiting the

park) ai some time in the future, and who are willing to pay somethinp for the option to
consume the commodity in the biture. This "option value" should be integrated into the
decision of whether the park should remain open, or be closed so that its resources can be
allocated to alternative uses. Another example is hospitals. A hospital is utilized infkquentiy
by most persons and not at al1 by some, and like the national park provides a valuable stand-by

service. Therefore, the value of the hospital cannot be measured by the number of its usen or
the fees collectable from hem alone. The value of the hospital must also include the option

value of its use. This option value may be large enough to justify the existence of the hospital
even when its operation is economically unprofitable.

Long [1967] challenged Weisbroâ's definition of option value and argued that it was
simply a different name for user benefits that were already king counted using standard
techniques of benefit-cost analysis. A potential user of a national park would not be willing to
pay for an option to visit the park unless there was a good chance of actually using the option.
Long suggested that option value of a national park is "...exactly the expected consumer
surplus from consuming the goods at the terms specified in the option." A rebuttal was
offered by Lindsay [1969],who asserted that Long had neglected a key element in Weisbrod's

condition for evaiuathg option value, aamely uncertainty. Lindsay evaluated an amount that
potential 1983 users of a national park ( W e i s b d s example) would be wiliing to pay for
options purchased in 1982. h agreement with Weisbrod, this additionai payment for each
option in excess of consumer surplus was Lindsay's concept of option value.
Cicchetti and Freernan [197 11 tried to incorporate unceRainty into the concept of
option value. They argued that option value arises h m two types of unceriainty. First, there

may be uncertainty regarding future demand for a nahiral resoum (such as a national park).

They defined option pnce as the maximum sum one would be willhg to pay to preserve the
option io use a natural resource (visithg a national park) before one's demand uncertainty
was resolved. They proved that option value is the differeace between option pnce and

consumer surplus. and is positive since option price exceeds consumer surplus. This is

especially the case for risk averse individuals. Second. there may be uncertainty about the
future availability of the resource. Cicchetti and Freeman mentioned but did not develop the
connection between supply uncertainty and option value.
Schmalensee [1972], Bohm [1975], Anderson [19811. Bishop [1982], and Freeman
[ l984b] al1 agree that Cicchetti and Freeman's conclusion that option value is positive for risk

averse individuals was wrong, and that option value can be either positive or negative
depending on the circurnstances.
Smiih [ 19841 extended Schmalensee's [ 19721 original framework for analyzing option

value in an attempt to provide an analytical bound for option value. The bound derived fkom
this fnmework suggests that the magnitude of option value relative to the expected consumer

surplus will depend on the degree of uniqueness of the good or service of interest measured
usinp Cook and Graham's [ 19773 uniqueness index, and the natu= of demand uncertainty. As

the uniqueness of an environmental resource increases. indicating a more irreplaceabte good
or service, the bound for option value also increases. Thus the relationship between option

value and expected consumer surplus will Vary with the character of the environmental
resource of interest.
According to Hanemann [1989], two broad interpretations of option value have
emerged frorn the literature since its introduction. The first interpretation is time-independent
and is pnmarily concemed with uncertainty in demand or supply of s resource. This

interpretation views option value as a risk premium and is the most common. The second
interpretation focuses on the intertemporal aspects of decisions concerning allocation of
resources to alternative uses (for example. preservation of a natioiial park or the allocation of
its resources to mining or lumbexing). Hanemann focused on this the-dependent concept to
analyze properties of option vaiue. He discussed the relationship of option value to the vaiue
of infonnation. and the effects of an increase in uncertahty conceming the future costs and

beneh of development on boà types (time dependent and tirne independent) of option value.
In contrast to Conrad's [L980]assertion that option value is equivalent to the vaiue of perfect

information (see below), Hanemann shows that option value is distinct from, but bounded by,
the value of infonnation in the overail decision problem.

The general consensus among these and other authors Prookshire et ai.. 1983; Smith,
1983; and Freernan. 19851 who have since contributed to the literature on the topic of option

value has been its relevance when making decisions conceming naturd resources. A general
agreement is that the analysis of option value should be expanded to include "supply-side"
uncertainty in addition to the inherent uncertainty in demand.

2.2.3 Quasi-Option Value
The concept of quasi-option value is similar to thrt of option value but is more
relevant when development of a natural resource (the alternative to its preservation) is
considered to be irrevenible, and the passage of time (time-dependent development decisions)
is taken into account. This is the source of the confusion between option value and quasi-

option value. Bishop [1982] briefly pointed out that these are separate concepts and should
not be confuseci but did not discuss the issue further. Henry [1974] referred to the concept of
quasi-option value introduced by Arrow and Fisher [1974] as simply option value. Such
discrepancies continue to appear in more recent literature. for example, in Hanemann [1989],

but will not be explored hem. A discussion of the nature of quasi-option value in relation io
option value is beyond the scope of this research. Several lcey publications in ihe last two
decades that have discussed the concept of quasi-option value are reviewed below.

~ r r o wand Fisher 119741 origiualIy introduced the concept of quasi-option value.
n e y considend a framework in which Uiformation about the consequences of development
would anive with time independentiy of the development decision itseK Within this
framework, they showed that there is a positive quasi-option value of preservation. Further,
Anow and Fisher showed that quasi-option value is not dependent on nsk aversion; it could
be present even when decision makers made choices based on the expected value of uncertain

variables. The effect of quasi-option value is similar to risk aversion which would also result
in a reduction in the value ofexpected benefits, thus Iess of an m a would be developed.

Conrad [1980] reached a similar conclusion as the one advanced by Arrow and Fisher
[1974]: that there is a quasi-option value benefit to preserving a natural area or to delaying its

development.

Using a simple intergenerational growth mode1 containhg a stochastic

environmental degradation variable, Conrad showed that quasi-option value is equivalent to a
more fundamental concept, namely the expected value of infomation. Conrad also suggested
that option value could be interpreted as the expected value of perfect information but did not

discuss the idea
Freeman [1984a], on the other hand, appeared to disagree with the Arrow and Fisher
[1974] conclusion ihat considention of quasi-option value would lead to relatively less

irreversible development and relatively more preservation of natunl environments. Freeman
showed that quasi-option value is a neutral concept. It does not inherently favor either
preservation or development. In short, the existence of quasi-option value and whether it is
positive or nepative for preservation depends on the nature of the uncertainty regarding the
benefits of preservation, the oppoctunities for reducing uncertainty by gaining infomation, and
the structure of the decision problem. Quasi-option value of preservation will be larger the

larger is the possible loss due to preserving a natural area, the more likeîy is its occurrence,
and the smaller is the opportunity cost of preserving the option to develop. Conversely, the

quasi-option value of development is larger, the larger is the possible loss due to full
development, the more l k l y the loss is to occur, and the smaller are the benefits. A lack of
infomation about preservation benefits creates uncertainty. This type of uncertahty can be
resolved by waiting and carrying out the appropriate research in order to gain information. in

this case it is the waiting and researching that creates quasi-option value.

But if the

uncertainty is due to lack of idonnation about benefits and cos& of development, then this
uncertainty might be reduced by experhenting with a linle development whik pfeserving the
option to undettalie hiIl development if the experimental development y i e b undesirable
results. In this case, it is the experîmental development which produces quasi-option value.
Therefore, consideration of quasi-option value is Eely to iesult in relatively l e s development
only when the uncertainty is generated by îhe la& of iaformation regardhg preservation
benefits,
Fisher and Hanemann [1987] pointed out that the Arrow and Fisher 119741
conclusions are correct. They explained that the source of the difference in Freernan's
[ 1984a1 mode1 is a conhision between quasi-option value which is always positive, and the net

benefits of preservation which does not hold the same restriction. Fisher and Hanemann

conclude by showinp that even if information is provided by development, as in Freeman's
"dependent leaming" fframework, full development may not be indicated. If information is

provided by an arbiWly smail amount of development, then the choice is between an

arbitrarily small amount and full development The arbitrady small amount of development in
Freeman's model becomes equivalent to 'hi11 preservation" in their model as well as in Arrow
and Fisher's. In that case, the arbitrarily small amount of development yields a positive quasi-

option value. A further complication is that the amount of development required to obtain
information is unknown.

Miller and Lad (19841 defined quasi-option value in ternis of the flexibility of decisions
involving developrnent or preservation of a natural area. Quasi-option value is the expected
value of remaining flexible and committing less of a resource to development as opposed to
being committed to a longer course of action. It is called quasi-option value as opposed to

option value since development decisions are assumed to be irteversible.

Under the

assumption of costly flexibility, quasi-option value can be negative. This is because a
sequential (tlexible) decision may entai1 higher costs than a fmed (infiexible) decision, due to,
for example, higher wages demanded because of the uncertainty of work in the next period,
quantity discounts on construction material as larger amounts would be purchased for a fixed
decision, and political costs if changing one's rnind is viewed as a weakness.

2.2.4 Time Preference
n i e concept of 'time preference' is vaguely related to quasi-option value through the

temporal aspect of reversibility [ A m w and Fisher, 19741. Field [19941 stated that any person
who nonnally wüi prefer a dollar today to a dollar Ui 10 years will have a positive rate of t h e
preference. Boyce 119941 describes the rate of time preference as the willingness to trade
present benefits for future benefits. People with a higher rate of time preference place greater
weight on the present. They prefer the combination of short-nui benefits and long-run costs
over short-mn costs that result in long-nia benefits. Boyce distinguishes between rate of time

preference that refea to financial savings and the rare of environmenral tinte prefeence that is
applied to environmental resources, including clean air, clean water, soüs, and other "natural

capital" in their useable form.
The concept of tirne preference has also been associated with discount rates used m
cost-bene fit analyses. Feldstein [ 1964, p. 3691 wrote "because society cannot redistribute the

consumption of outputs of the public investment through time, any test or measure of the
desirability of a public investment is hadequate if it does not Cake into account the social time
preference function, Le., the relative weights society places on consurnption at different times
in the future."

2.2.5 Resilience and Stability

The concept of resilience, even though it was not referred to by that narne, was
introduced in water resources as earLy as the 1960s with the main concern king a water

system's ability to recover frorn an undesirable state of performance mering, 1967; Fiering
19691. Attempts at connecting resilience to ecological events have also k e n made [Holliog,

1973; Pearce et al., 19901. Typidly, measures of resilience require a basic knowledge of the

type, possible magnitude. and possible duration of a failure event niese are generally known
for physical systems such as water supply (reservoir) systems but unknown for some naairal

systems. The concept of resilience is better understood when discussed in relation to other
concepts such as reliability, stability, wlnerability, or sensitivity. Several publications that

addressed these concepts are reviewed below with emphasis placed on the concept of
resilience.
For a given system a measure of system resilience based on an estirnate of time of
recovery from system failure was introduced by Fiering and Holling 11974. This requins a

knowledge of the mechanics and costs of systtm failure and recovery. Recovery time is
dictated independentiy by the extent of system damage and by the level of resources available
for system restoration.

FieMg [1982a] defined milience as "...the ability of a system to accommodate
surprise and to survive or even to recover and thrive under unanticipated perturbation." He
argued that activities or measures designed to protect people and the natural environment
from hazards (such as flood control works) tend to drive the respective system toward

stability or low variability, and tend to malce the system (consisting of flood control structures
and the people and environment affected) more bnttïe or vulnerable to surprise. Fiering

showed that classical optimization procedures, used to identify the optimum scheme to meet
some system penomance criteria and constraints, tend to overlook a valuable characteristic
of system performance and, therefore, lead to a "brittle" (inverse of resilient) system which is
more susceptible to system perturbations. He demonstrated this point by applying a simple

didactic mode1 based on a simple screening analysis to a system of eight reservoirs. The

releases from the reservoin are additive and serve a downstream demand at a single point.

For example, when two out of eight reservoia are to be used simultaneously to meet

downstream demand, 28 choices, mathematically caiculated as 8!1[2!(8-2)!],exist, whereas if
al1 eight are used only one combination is possible. The number of combinations increases
until half the number of potential reservoirs are used and decreases thereafter. Fiering

concluded that the resilience of a system of reservoirs increases with increasing number of
options and greater redundancy, namely the size of the system. One measure of system
bnttleness (inverse of resilience) is the average percent improvement in system performance m
meeting target levels (at the same targets and with the sarne number of reservoirs) per million
dollars of resemoir system cost. Another meanire of resilience is obtained by plotting @e
system perfomance index (percent of target achially delivered) against changes in target for
various system sizes (number of reservoirs in the system).

Fiering [1982b] examined the concept of resilience of a water resources system

further. He suggested and compared a few definitions that are b

d on the t h e required to

pass from one system state of acceptable performance to another and the passage to or h m a

state defuied as failure, as weii as the probability of recovery from failure to some acceptable
state within a specified time interval. Considering a system whose state space consists of a
best, a worst (failure), and intermediate states that characterize pmgressively deteriorathg
system performance fbm best to worst, defmitions of tesilience that are surrogate indices of
resilience include: 1) residence time in nonfailure state; 2) expected outcome involving a cost
(resilience index to be minimized) or a benefit (resüience index to be maximized); 3) steady
state probability of not king in a state of failure; 4) system mean first passage tirne to failure
state; 5) mean first passage time from nonfailure to failure; 6) mean passage time between
successive failures; and 7) mean passage time to failure from complete recovery. Al1 of these
indices are related to time in that al1 contain probabilities of king in a particular state and
most contain mean transfer tirnes fiom one state to another.
Hashimoto et al. [1982a] discussed resilience and vuherability as two risk criteria that
can be used in addition to the traditional reliability criterion for evaluating the performance of
water resource systems. The reliability of a system is described by the fkquency or
probability that a system is in a satisfactory state.

Vulnerability represents the likely

magnitude of failure. Resilience describes how quickly a system is Iikely to recover or bounce
back from failure once failure has occurred. A system may be characterized by low resilience
if failures are prolonged events and system recovery is slow.

This may significantly

complicate a system design that attempts to increase resilience. High resilience indicated by
the ability to recover rapidly from an adverse state of operation is a desirable characteristic of

system design. Hashimoto et al. defined resilience as the inverse of the expected value of the
length of time a system's output remains unsatisfactory after a failure, and denved a
mathematical expression for that expected value. They concluded that tradeoffs exist arnong
expected benefits, nliability, resüience, and vulnerabiiity. In a cornpanion paper, Hashimoto
et al. [1982b] proposed measures of robustness, a concept that is sirnilar to resilience, that

describe the overall economic performance of a water resource project They stated that
"...some project designs may be sufficientiy flexible to permit their adaptation to a wide range

of possible demand conditions at littie additional cost. Such systems can be called robust" [p.
211.

Moy et al. [1986] expanded on the aaalysis of risk ~elatedcriteria carried out by
Hashirnoto et al. [1982a]. Moy et al. examined tradeoffs betweea reliability. wlnerabüity and
resiiience of a water resowe supply reservoir ushg multiobjective mixed iokger linear
programming, and confirmed the hypothesùed relationships behueen these performance
criteria. In contrast to Hashimoto et al., Moy et al. defnie reliabiiiiy in water supply reservoir
operation as the probability of failing to achieve some target deases fiom the reservoir to
satisfy downstream demand. In their model, Moy et al. used the number of deficit periods
divided by the total number of periods, a measure of the frequency of failure, as a measure of
reliability. Vulnerability is a measure of the signifcance or extent of failun; the magnitude of
the largest deficit dunng the p e n d of operation. Resilience is the probability of recovering

frorn failure to some acceptable state witbin a specified tirne interval. The resilience concept
was developed with an emphasis on the time element to ease its quantification and

incorporation in the mathematical model. For a single rese~oir,the maximum number of
consecutive periods of shortages that occur prior to recovery was used as a measure of
resilience; the larger the number. the less resilient the reservoir. Moy et al. concluded that the
vulnerability of a water supply reservoir increases as the reliability of operation is increased or
as the resilience is increased,

Holling [ 19731 discussed the concepts of resilience and stability of ecological systems.
With respect to a population in nature, stability is characterized by low fluctuations m

population density, whereas resilience is characterizd by high fluctuations that allow the
population to take advantage of transient periods of favorable conditions in order to persist.
Resilience, therefore, determines the persistence of relationships within a system and is a
measure of the ability of the system to absorb changes and still persevere. Thus resilience is
the property of the system and persistence or the probability of extinction is the result or

measure. Stability is the ability of a system to retum to an equihibnum state after a temporary
disorder. Stabiiity is the property of the system and the degree of fluctuation around a specific
state. typically equilibrium. is the measure. Holling concluded that the resilience and stability
viewpoints suggst different approaches to the management of n a d resources.

The

resil ience view emphasizes the need for persistence and heterogeneity.

The resilience

framework advocates the assumption that future events are unexpected rather than expected
and the recognition of ignorance rather than the pnsumption of sufficient knowledge. A

management approach based on resilience would emphasize the need to keep options open.
and to view events in a regionai rather than a local context.

In their discussion on the relationship between naairal capital and resilience, Peanx et
al. [ 1990, p. 161 write: ' n i e resilience justification for consenring the nanual capital stock is

-

[thus] based on the idea that diverse ecological and economic systems are more milient to

shocks and stress. In tum, to maintain diversity it is essentiai to avoid ineversible choices.
Since knowledge is rarely lost for ever, economic irrevetsibility is Wely to be

discontinued machine can be re-created, towas can be rebuilt, and so on. But ecological
irreversibility is not unusuakiatunl species are loste..., unique ecosystems are destroyed and
environmenta1 tunctions are irreparably darnaged."
Barbier [1987] viewed sustainability of systems as a fomi of resilience, the ability to

recover when subjected to economic or environmental shocks.

Tisdell [1993] b M y

discussed the role of resilience of production and economic systems.

He wrote "'as the

amount of biodiversity is reduced, as variety of al1 types is reduced in the world and as the
environment is degraded by economic processes, economic activity may become less resilient
when subjected to environmenhl and other shocks. nius desirable production and economic
States may no longer be sustainable in the long terni given the possibilities of stresses on the
system or shocks to it. Systems rnay become subject to jumps and irreversibilities" [p. 1351.
Several authors have discussed connections between resilience and technology.
"Sorne of the sustainable development literature stresses that resilience requires the adoption
of 'ecologically sensitive' technologies adapted to agro-ecologicai conditions (see especially
Brown, 1981; WCED, 1987; IUCN,1980)" [Pearce et al., 1990, p. 151.

3

REVERSlBlLlTY FRAMEWORK

The concept of reversibiüty and its possible application for achieving sustainable development

were discussed in Chapter 1. The method of applicatîoa within a d e f d frameworlr is the
focus of this chapter. nie proposed nversibility Framework is a combination of theoretical
and analytical tools. Some theoretical concepts are derived corn the literature on the topic of
reversibility reviewed in Chapter 2, while other concepts are generally developed for the
reveaibility frarnework.

An analytical formula for calculating reversibility indexes is

developed and presented. The principles of sustainability and sustainable development are
inherent in the proposed framework as preservation of natural envuonments through
sustainable project selection is the ultimate goal of the framework. Consideration of some of
the sustainable development principles reviewed in Chapter 2 is discussed in the last section of
this chapter.

3.1

Reversibility

Reversibility, in the context of this thesis, can be viewed as a measure of the degree to which
the anticipated and unanticipated impacts of a project cm be mitigated. Development projects
that are highly revenible should allow users of the affected system to continue their normal
use, if their normal use does not have irreversible effects. In that case, a high degree of
reversibility requires that the least arnount of disturbance be imposed on the natural
environment where development is to take place. On the other hand. the "normal use" of a
natunl system can cause significant irreversible impacts, for example in the case of famiing of
marginal land which leads to loss of soil feriility [Pearce et al., 19931. In that case. a
reversible decision is one that minimizes the adverse impacts. such as loss of soil fertility, by
altering the rate of use or by providing alternate means of using the system, rather than
allowing the normal use to continue. Reversibifity does not necessarily hply the ability to
reverse a process that causes irreversible impacts. In most cases the reversal of adverse

effects is not possible, but mitigation plans or the provision ofsubstitute resources help d u c e
the negative effects. Furthemore. a process that is technically ceversible, such as forest

regeneratioo, is considered ptactidy hversible as the time span required for complete
reversal is large. Therefore, in most cases the degree of irreversibiIity is more comp~hensible
and unequivocal than the degree of teversibility associated with impacts of development

projects. This point is clarified further in the discussion of the application of the reversibiliiy
framework to the selected case study. contained in Chapter 4. invariably, the centrai focus of
the concept of reversibility (mversibility) as defmed here is the effects or impacts of
development projects involving use of natural resources.
Impacts are identifieci under three broad categories found in sustainable development

1i tenture: social, ecological, and economic impacts. A possible quantification of reversibility

cm be obtained by considering impacts of a development project on the social and ecological
environment, and possible economic impacts on the surrounding region. It is usehl to note
that al1 development plans have impacts of varylig spatial and temporal scales although some
of the impacts are not immediately apparent. Therefore, some degree of irreversibility should
be expected. This is consistent with the point made earlier that irreversibility is. in most cases,

more comprehensible, hence more quantifiable, than reversibility. The reversibility framework

considers al1 alternatives of the development project of interest and detemines the degree of
irreversibility of each. An alternative that is less irreversible is superior to alternatives that
have a higher degree of irreversibility.
There is a distinction between the reversibility of project-related impacts and the

reversibility of the project itself. Impact reversibility refea to the degree to which the
ineviiable and possibly unanticipated impacts of a development plan can be alleviated at any
time during project implementation or after project completion. A project with a high degree

of reversibility exerts minimal impacts on the social, ecological and economic environment, or
is designed to reverse an existing unsustainable process with irreversible effects. Furthemore,
revesibility implicitly requires that impacts not exceed the assimilative capacity of the social,
ecological and economic environment surrounding the development project.

Project

reversibility is determined by the ease with which the project can be altered or terminated m
order

to

mitigate some unanticipated impacts. The degree of reversibility of a project is

dependent on factors such as the type of development (production type, physid
characteristics, level of capital investment, etc.) and the size of the project Project alteration

or postponement may be required if unanticipated impacts occur, or if the severity of some
impacts exceed the assimilative capacity of the social, ecological, or econornic environment
The main focus in the literature is project irrevesibüity and development is consided
to be irreversible. nie reversibiüty framework defineci herein is prharily concemed with
impact reversibility for the purpose of selecting the least ineversible alternative, although
project reversibility is also considered. For example. in the extreme case, due to complicating
factors such as strong public objections and highiy ineversible unanticipated impacts, it may
be necessary to teminate the irreversible project or continue with a more reversible

alternative.

3.2

Framework For Measuring Reversibility

The fnmework for measunng reversibility developed in this research involves sevenl tasks.
These tasks include the following: identiQing and categorizing impacts; classifying the impacts
if necessary; specifying units of measure for the purpose of quantifying each impact; specifjing

weights for each impact; and applying a formula to obtain indexes of reversibility. These main

tasks are grouped into four stages as shown in Figure 3.1 and discussed in detail in the
subsections that follow. Stage 11, involving quantification and weight assignment, uses
concepts of resilience, time preferences, option value or quasi-option value, reviewed m
Chapter 2, and considers the concept of cumulative effects.

Stage 1

Select Appropriate
Impacts and

Stage II

expected sfter project
irnplementation

worst vaiues for
each impact

weighting scheme

IL

Strige III

Apply R-metric

to obtain

1
I
I

1

11

Re-app[;R-rnetck
to obtain reversibility
threshold limits

Figure 3.1 Flowchart of Reversibility F m e w o r k

3.2.1 Stage l

The main step in the framework for meastuhg reversibility is to identiQ impacts of the
developrnent project of interest and categorize them as social, ecological or economic

impacts.

This stage also involves class@ing the impacts nom general to les general

(specific), and identifying them as tnie impacts or characteristics of impacts. Table 3.1

contains a genenc list of categorized impacts which are classified fiom generai to specific

where applicable as indicated by the level of indentation. For example, in the social category
healrh and safety is identified as one of the Iess-general impacts (one level of indentation)

under the most general classification of community impacts. Heuith and safery impacts are
further classified as phpical and physiological, and psychologicai. It may be dficult to

measure either the Ievel of physical and physiologicai well-king of a community prior to, or
the severity of such impacts during or following, project implementation. In that case the

provision of emergency plans by the project being considered can be used as a chamteristic
to indicate the degree of reversibility of physical and physiological impacts.

Social
Personal
Quality of life
Social distance
Community
Aesthetic Arnenities
Education
Health and Safety
Psychological well-king
Physical well-king
Emergency pians
Disturbance
Noise
Property vaiue
Land use pattern
lnstitutional
Power
Participation
TechnoIogical advancement

Flom
Vegetation cover
Aquat ic habitat
Wddlife habitat
Fauna
Animal populations
Biological chmcteristics
Seasonal characteristics
Fish populations
Land

Geology
Physiography
Drainage
Water Iogging
Water quality
Water quality prinmeters
Air quality
Air quaiity parameters

Incentives and poiicies
Agriculturai progms
Land tenure policies

Proprietary rights
Business opportunity
Consumer costs
Direct biilings
Upgrading cos&
Development cos&
Capital
Industry-specific
Training
Type of Development
Physical chmctecistics
Production type
Flexibility
Volume
Modification
Material

The classification process cm sirnplify the execution of subsequent steps especially i€
the list of identified impacts is large. In general, the impact categorkation and classification
process aids the decision maker in identiwg as many impacts as possible that are anticipated

to result from undertaking a project. It is important to note that the list of impacts in Table

3.1 is pnenc, and is used herein only 6 r demonstrating the idea of generating project-specific
impacts.

kological impacts and characteristics (J'able 3.1) are classified under flora, fauna,
land, water, and air at the most general level. The flora category accounts for ail vegeiation
and wildlife habitat affected by a particular project. Route selection for a hydroelecaic

transmission 1-

for exarnple, may require cutting a section of forest A direct mesure of

the area that must be cut can be used (relative to the total available m a ) as one of the

ecological impacts of transmission Iine constmction.

'ibe economic category includes

incentives, costs, type of development, and flexibüity of the project as most general economic
impacts. A specific project can provide business oppominities for the local comrnunities
affected by the propct, therefore positive economic impacts are also considend. An extensive
economic analysis of alternative projects is typicaüy camed out, and economic irreversibility Ïs

likely to be rare [Peuce et al., 19901. Therefore, less emphasis is placed on the economic
category of impacts within the reversibility framework.

There could be dependence between some of the impacts in any one category. For
exarnple, in the generic list of impacts contained in Table 3.1, there is a strong connection
between uqrtatic habimt (flora) and fish poprrlations (fauna). However, these two types of
impacts address different aspects of an ecological effect concerning aquatic resources: fish
poprilarions addresses the direct effect of the project of interest on fish resoucces while
aquutic habitut concems aquatic vegetation which sustain other species equally important to
the ecosystem. For example, construction of a dam on a river could increase fish mortality as

a result of fish passing through turbines (for hydropower generation) inside the dam or as a

result of disturbance of spawning and migration patterns. Aquatic habitat could be damaged
or destroyed as a result of dredging in the reservoir behind the dam or inundation of the river

channel.
Dependence could also occur between two or more impacts in different categories.
For example. qitality of life in the social category could depend on business opportunities
Iisted in the economic category. An increase in business opportunities as a direct ~ s u lof
t the

project of interest could also improve the quality of life in the affecteci area. However, quality
ojSliferepresents the sociai aspect, the sense of well-bebg that is generated in the affected

community, whereas business opportmities only consider the economic aspect, narnely the

oppominities for improving iacome. Dependence is discussed further in Section 4.3.

Once again it should be noted that the generic Iist contained in Table 3.1 is not specific
to

any development project, and is used for discussion purposes only. Different development

projects have different effects on the social, ecological, md economic sumundings.
Successhil application of the reverniility huework ~quiresthat a specific list of impacts is
assembled for the particular development pmject under considention.
Environmental impact statements (EIS) are a reliabk source of data pertahing to
social, ecological, and economic impacts. An EIS is a written document of an environmental
impact assessrnent (HA) generally defined as "'an activity designed to p d i c t impacts of a
proposed action or a development proposal on human health and the weii-being of the
ecosystem upon which human survival depends" Dirschl et al., 1993, p. 5451. As stated m
Chapter 1. EIA has been incorporated into legislation both in the United States and in Canada.

Since the early 1970s. "EIA has proven its usefulness to decision makers for promoting the
concept of integrated planning, where environmental and social factors are considered on an
equal footing with economic and engineering factors" ~ i r s c h let al., 1993, p. 5461.
Therefore. EISs provide a reliable starting point for the application of Stage 1 of the

reversibility h e w o r k .
Other sources of information include expert consultants in each of the three categories.

For exmple, ecologists and engineen can provide information for a number of ecological

impacts, social scientists or psychologists can identiQ and assess social impacts, and
economists can be consulted For evaluating economic impacts. Previous projects that have
similar characteristics and are of the same scale as the project of interest can provide valuable
in formation regardhg the memurable severity of various impacts.

3.2.2 Stage Il
When al1 potential impacts have been identified, the next step in the framework is to

speciQ units of measure and quanti@ each impact. Often a subjective scale may be required
as most impacts are intangible and cannot W e on specific uni6 of measure. Using the
specified scale or units of measure, the best, the worst and the expected values are assignai

for each impact. The "best value" represents the value of the identifid impact when al1

conditions are favourable. The "worst value" indiates the highest severity of the impact that
cm be expected to occur.

The "expected value" is a known (unit) or subjectively assessed

(scale) value that can be expected for an impact aiter irnplementation of the project of interest.
For exarnple, on a subjective scale of O to 10. O can represent the best value, 10 the woat
value, and 6 the expected value. The need for quantiQing these M e values wül be clarified
further in the discussion of the analyticai formula used for measuring reversibility (section

3.2.3). In this stage of the ceversibility fnunework several concepts provide assistance for
quantifying impact values and weights. The concepts are resilience. option vaiue or quasioption value. time preferences. and cumulative effects, discussed in the following subsections.
3.2.2.7 Resilience

nie concept of resilience of a natural system can be used to measure the ability of the

system to recover fiom undesirable impacts of development The notion of resilience is
evident in the impact identification step described above. The characteristic of an impact,
when used as the criterion to be measured, can indicate a source of resilience that is added to

the existing environment (social, ecological, or economic) affbcted by the impact.

For

example. an emergency plan designed as part of a hydropower development project to

respond

to

flooding is a good indication of the potential resilience of the system or its ability

to recover fiom potential flood-related health and safety impacts.

This is one type of

resilience which is referred to as "artificial resilience." Altematively, the resilience of a natural
system cm be adversely affected by a particular impact For example, users of an existing
unstable or unreliable power source are better prepared for frequent power failwes by
maintainhg wood stoves and heaters, whereas users of a new reliable power source will not
possess this resilience. This type of "natural resilience" is compromised by an increase in
stability of the existing natural system, namely a more reliable power source.

3.2.2.2Option Value or Quasi-Option Value
Concepts of option value and quasi-option value have been associated

in the

environmental economics literature with irreversibility of development projects that involve
natural environments (Chapter 2). Methods for evaluating option value or quasi-option value,

such as analyzing data obtained h m public questionnaires (contingent valuation), have been
developed and discussed in the economics literature, but are not considered ni the reversibility
frmework.

However, the underlying theories that favor natural social and ecological

resources. though liom an economic viewpoint, are usehil as they enable systematic
perspectives for quantification of some impacts. For example. if local hunters in an area
affected by a project indicate a significant level of option value for future hunting
opportunities, the impact on hunting. such as disturbance of movement patterns of animals
and loss of critical habitat, c m be weighted heavily. If, on the other hand, hunting is not an

important part of the traditional lifestyle and, accordingly, the value for maintaining the option
to have hunting opportunities in the future are low, then a lower weight can be assigned.
However, the concept of option value should only be used as a guide, and other circumstances

that affect hunting should not be ignored. For exarnple, if hunting of a wildlife population is

exerting irreversible pressure on that population thus threatening their existence, a reduction
in hunting as a direct result of a localized project cm be viewed as a positive ecological

impact, even though the social or economic effects may be negative if, for example,
subsistence heavily depends on hunting.
3.2.2.3 lime Preference

The concept of "time preference" has been associated with option value and quasioption value in environmental economics, as observed in the economics Iiteratun reviewed in
Chapter 2. A modification of the concept of time preferences presented by Boyce [1994] is
used here. Instead OF considering tradeoffs between present benefits and costs, only potential
benefits are considered. The importance of the impact under consideration can then be

gauged based on these preferences for benefits; a high rate indicates a more significant impact

than a low rate. This concept can aid the impact quantification stage in the reversibility
fnmework where applicable, particularly for impacts that must be subjectively evaluated. For
example, a high positive rate of time preference can be typically expected for employment
opportunities as residents of a community affected by a project that provides employment
opportunities will prefer to have them at the present rather than, Say, five years later. In the
unlikely event that employment opportunities are already abundant in the affected community,

the rate of time preference could be lower as most residene are employed and are indifferent
towards jobs created by a project ai the present or five years in the future. Similarly, if the
choice is between a land fdl site or tuming the piece of land into a scenic golf course, a high
rate of time preference for the golf course cm be expected as people in general would prefer a
scenic view to the unpleasant sight and odor of a land fill. Analytical methods for measuting
the rate of time preferences are beyond the scope of this research. ûnly the concept is
employed here to aid the impact quantification pmess.
3.2.2.4 Tolerance values

The concept of tolerance values was developed in this research for application in the
reversibility framework. Tolerance values define the acceptable range for the impacts king
considered and can be used to quantify the worst possible values for each impact A tolemce
value for an impact represents the level beyond which the severity of the impact is
unacceptable. Bishop 11978, p. 101 stated that some "[flow] resources are renewable within
limits but have a threshold or critical zone such that once the critical zone is reached, further
depletion is irreveaible." In order to maintain sufficient base population and habitat to assure
survival of a particular species. the critical zone must be avoided. The maximum tolerance
value refers to the edge of the critical zone. For a resource of interest, the maximum
tolerance value is the amount which can be consumed after each growth period without
depleting the base population of that resource. If the base population is reduced in one
period, the maximum amount of that resource which can be hwested in the next period
decreases.
Consideration of tolerance values may not be so simple in some cases. Sustainable
utilization of natural resources is a complex issue. Consider. for example, the tolerance limits
for sustainable harvesting of natural forests. The selective cutting and removing of dead or
dying trees is ofien necessary in order to ensure optimal growth and regeneration rates. The
base population of forest species could decrease if the amount of selectively hanrestai trees is

less than some lower tolerance Iimit. If the base population of some forest species decreases
in one period, less of the species must be hawested in the next period. 'Iherefore, if a

development project requires cleaiing sections of a natunl forest, it would be useful to

consider the lower tolerance Iimit for the cutting of trees so as not to overestimate the severity
of the impact of the project on the base population offorest species.
This type of theorizing is useful for quantifying impacts that are complex. The intent
here is to maintain simplicity so as to clarify the role of tolerance values, where applicable. in
identifying the worst value of an impact. nie best impact value is simple to identify as the
desirable level for most impacts, especially negative impacts, is equivalent to their minimum
possible vaiue (units or scale). When a lower tolerance Mit is specined for the use of a
certain natural resource, this value cm be used to represent the "best" value of the impact of
the development project under consideration. The need to quanti@best and worst values for

each impact is clarifred in the discussion of the application of an analytical formula for
measuring reversibility (Section 32.3).

3.2.2.5 Cumulative effects

Cumulative effects result from a combination of various impacts and compounding
factors. These c m be used to determine weighting schemes for impacts, or for each category
(social. ecological, or economic) relative to the other two. The notion of cumulative effects
involves issues such as: the availability of substitute resources; the assimilative or carrying
capacity of ecological systems; the level of poverty within the social setting; the size and
duntion of the project; and. mitigative measures provided by the project

Cumulative effects are of two basic types: simply additive and synergistic [Enckson,
19941.

A simply additive cumulative impact is essentially an arithmetic summation of

incremental occurrences of the same type of impact For example, incremental losses in forest
acreage due to successive development projects could result in the total loss of the forest.

Simply additive cumulative impacts include those that result from gradual increases in ambient
concentrations of toxic or injurious chernicals in air, water, and soi1 and eventually result m
significant health nsks to people and their natural environment These impacts also include
those that result fiom gradual depletion of resources, including wildlife species and their
respective habitat, human recreational and educational resources, historic sites, and aesthetic
resources.

A cumulative impact that is greater than the simple arithmetic total of the

incremental contributions made by subsequent projects may be described as synergistic. For

exampie, a population of large marnmais. such as deer, may successively decrease m
proportion to the amount of critical habitat removed each time a development project takes
place in the area. However, the total population could be lost long More aiL the criticai
habitat is removed as population density also depends on other factors including a mmmium
density required for successful reproduction. Similarly. successive pro@& rnay d u c e the
density of a thick foiest c~atingsemi-open or open stands that become susceptible to the
effects of windthrow fmm sudden exposure, resulting in synergistic loss of acreage.
Furthemore. when two or more projects are implemented simultanwusly the cumulative
effects could be synergistic rather than simply additive.

The concept of cumulative effects is related to resilience. If the resilience of a natural
resource is high. a small shock created by some form of development will not threaten its
survival or the biodiversity of the af!fècted area. Then, successive shocks following the initial
development are considered to be additive only. Simultaneous shoclrs are more complicated.

but may be only additive (as opposed to synergistic) if the resilience of the system is not

affected.

3.2.3 Stage Ill
3.2.3.1 The "R-Metric"

Stage III of the reversibility framework involves the application of an analytical
formulation to the set of quantified impact values and weights.

To reitente, the

characteristics of some impacts and a direct measure of the seventy of other impacts are used
as metrics to be cornbineci so as to obtain a measure of reversibility. The impacts and

characteristics have noncornmensurate units by which they cm be measured. This necessitates
a method for converthg the meirics into one cornmensurate unit or into dimensionless
numbers. A further requirement is the selection of a weighting scheme to represent the
importance of the impacts and characteristics relative to each other. The cornmensuration and
weighting of impacts may be accomplished through the use of what is referred to as the

distance metric.

The distance metric fomulation, also refemd to as the L,,-me&

is used m

multiobjective analysis for the ranking of alternatives based on a set of objectives by

representing the relative importance of each objective as well as preferences of decision
makers [Simonovic, 1989; Ducbtein and Opricovic, 1980; Zeleny, 19731. A common version
of the formula [Zeleny, 19821 is

where
j = index for alternative project

i = index for objective or criterion

N = total number objectives or criteria
w,

-

weighting factor for objective or criterion i

Mi = maximum value for objective or criterion i

ns = minimum value for objective or criterion i
:
j

= ideal or preferred value for objective or criterion i

ji = value of objective or criterion i attained by implementing alternativej

p

= parameter reflecting the attitude of the decision maker

The ideal or preferred vdue for critenon i, A*, is in most cases equivalent to the maximum

value, M,, of the criterion. The L,-metric calculates the absolute value of the distance from
the ideal value raised to exponent p, divided by the absolute value of the diflierence between

the maximum and the minimum possible values Mi and miT respectively, also nised to
exponent p. for critenon i. Thus a set of N weighted dimensionless numbers are obtained,
which are multiplied by their respective weights,

exponent

iv!,

then summed up and raised to the

$ to obtain one Lp value for each alternative j. The choice of

the parameter p

reflects the importance of the deviations fkom ideal values of the critena to the decision
maker.

Typically, three values for p, 1, 2, and

Goicoechea et al., 19821. For p

=

a, are

examined [Simonovic, 1989;

1 al1 distances are weighted equally. For p

=

2, the

deviations are weighted in proportion to their magnitude. For p = -, larger deviations receive
larger weights relative to smallerdeviations. 'The larger the value of p. the greater the concem
regarding the maximal deviation.

For application in the reversibility framework. a sbnpWied version of the distance

metric is used. The parameterp is fixed at a value of 2. the ideal value,$, is replaced by Mi,
and the subscript c is added. The resulting R-metric is:

where
c = index for category (c = 1 for social, c = 2 for ecological, c = 3 for economic)

j = index for alternative project

Rcj = Reversibility index in category c for alternativej
i = index for impact or characteristic

N, = total number of impacts in category c
ivci

M,

-

= best value for

mci =

j$

assigned weight between O and I for impact i in category c
impact i in category c

worst value for impact i in category c

= expected value of

impact i from implementing alternativej in category c

Recall that Mo,rn,, and f , were quantified in Stage II of the framework. The R-metric
considers the ratio of the distance from the best value, M, - foi, to the difference between
the best and the worst values, Mo

- mci, for impact i.

This ratio is squared and multiplied by

the square of a preselected weight, w>. The result is a weighted, dimensionless number for
each impact. Each category may contain as many impacts as are expected to result from
undertaking a project. The square root of the sum of the dimensionless numbers in each of
the three categories (social, ecological, and economic) yields a catesory index. The process is

repeated for al1 project alternatives, thus yielding three indexes for each alternative.
The advantage of using the distance meiric formulation is that the resulting category

indexes of alternative projects are also dimensionless (cornmensurate) and therefore facilitate

their comparison.

The project alternative with the lowest category index is the most

reversible, or least imversible. aiternative in that particular category. Ihe (hree category

indexes c m be combined to obtain a single reversibility index for each project alternative. A
weighted average of the three indexes is a reliable method for combining the indexes, but there
is signifîcant subjectivity associated with specifying category weights.

As discussed in

Chapter 1, methods for combining the three indexes would not significantiy affect the
application of the proposed reveaibility fiamework and. therefore, were not investigated.

The "raw" indexes calculated by the R-metric could be rneaningless without having a
reference point or a range of threshold values to scale the indexes. Derivation of the simple
equations from the R-metric for calculating reversibility thresholds is discussed in the
following subsection.

3.2.3.2Reversibilily Thresholds
Determinhg the reversibility thresholds for a particular project is a relatively simple
task when al1 impacts have been identified and their expected, best, and worst values, as well

as respective weights, quantified. The minimum threshold limit, Tcmi,,indicatirtg the most
desinble degree of irreveaibility is simply equal to zero. This is confmed by observing that
when the impact values,&, are assigned their best values, M,, the value of the distance ratio
in the R-metric is equal to zero for al1 i. To obtain the maximum thteshold limit, Tc-, the
impact values,j&, are assigned their worst values. m i , and the distance metric is applied; note
that in this case the absolute value ratio is equal to 1 for al1 i, such that Tc,, is simply the sum
of ivi2, the square of impact i, for al1 i in each of the three categories. Therefore, the R-metric

simplifies to the following equations for calculating the minimum and maximum threshold
values, respectively:
Tc,, = O
L

The reversibüity indexes are compared to the threshoId indexes for the purpose of
detemining the aggregated seventy, namely the Ievel of kreversibility. of impacts of
alternative projects in each of the three categories. Altematively, the category indexes cm be
standardized using the threshold values. The minimum and maximum revedility values cm
also be used to ideati& acceptable Ievels of ineversibility for various propcts. For example,
the reversibility index of a large reservoir development project can be specified not to exceed

75% of the maximum threshold b i t so that alternative designs are automatically rejected if
their reversibility index exceeds this value.

The anaiyticai format of the R-metric enables its repetiiive application. This is usehl
for obtaining reversibility indexes that conespond to different project stakeholdea, for
example, community council, various levels of govemment, and residents, who may speciQ

different impact values and weights. The repetitive application of the distance metric is also

necessary in Stage IV of the frarnework for determinhg the sensitivity of the indexes to
changes in various parameters.
3.2.4 Stage IV

This is an important stage of the revenibility framework. [t is important to detemine
the sensitivity of the indexes to changes in impact values or weights as a significant portion of
the impact quantification stage (Stage II) is subjective. Typicaily, a decision rnaker would
prefer to consider a sensitivity anaiysis of the information upon which important decisions are

based before committing monetary and natural resources to a project.
The distance metric formulation cm be programmed in a spreadsheet for easy

manipulation of the parameters. A sensitivity analysis is different fiom detennining threshold
values in that the panmeters are tested separately for seasilvity whereas they

are varied

simultaneously for calculating threshold limits. A sensitivity analysis is particularly usehl for
detemining the effect of changes in highly subjective impact values on the indexes. The
decision maker needs to specify the extent of a sensitivity analysis.

A complete and

exhaiistive sensitivity analysis would require that eadi impact value be changed individually,

the distance metric be applied and the change in ceversibility indexes be recorded, and the
impact value be changed to its original value before the pnmss is repeated with the next
impact value. This cm be a tedious task if the list of impacts is large. However, a systematic
elhination of some parameters, for example, those parameters that were measurable and
easily quantifid. f r m the sensitivity analysis would considerably shplify the sale of the

sensitivity anaiysis.

m i s point is demonstrated in the application of the reversibility

framework to the case study in Chapter 4. Furthemore, the R-metric c m be tmnslated into
computer code, for exampie. C+,FORTRAN,OC BASIC, or pmgmmmed in a spreadsheet macro
to facilitate a sensitivity analysis of large lists.
3.2.5 Aggregafion of Category Indexes

Methods for combining the three category indexes (social, ecological, economic) m
order to obtain one aggregated index were not hvestigated. As pointed out in Chapter 1, it is

reasonable to assume that the number of feasible alternatives for most development projects
are few (less than ten), and that the decision makers would most likely prefer to observe a

measure of performance in each category. Therefore, havinp three indexes per alternative
does not complicate the use of the fmework or reduce its efficacy. The only advantage of
aggrepting the three category indexes into one index per alternative is that it provides one
criterion, instead of three, on which the finaï selection of an alternative cm be based. A

rneaningful method for combining the three indexes will require consideration of complex
social, ecological, and economic issues, as well as the connections between these issues. For
example, in poor countries more weight may be placed on the social and economic categories

as minimizing ecological degradation can be achieved by reducing poverty and increasing

social status (see section 2.1.4.1 for a discussion of poverty fiom a sustainable development
point of view). However, based on this example, an effective way of combining the indexes is
to specify category weights based on some specific cnteria and calculate a weighted average
of the three category indexes. Exarnples of applicable criteria for this purpose include the

physical distance between the local communities and the project area for the social category,
the expected duration of the project for the ecological category, and the current

unemployment rate for the economic category. Recommendations for future research in this
direction are contained in Chapter 5.

3.3

Utilization of Sustainability Principles

As noted in Chapter 1, the ultimate goal of the reversibility framework is sustainable pmject

selection. Sustainability pals and principles are inherenily considered in the framework,
particularly in the process of defining and quantirying individual impacts. When asseuing
health and safety impacts of a development plan, poor health conditions is considered

undesinble, consistent with one of the main goais of sustainable development identified by the
United Nations Environment Program [Tolba, 19841. Improved water quality is desirable,

consistent with priority number eight for achieving sustainable development identified by
Palmer [1992]. Disturbance of wildlife, other than regulated hunting, and darnage to wildlife
habitat are considered unsustainable, another priority for sustainable development Iisted by
Palmer [ 19921. Sustaining natural aesthetic amenities in an area is preferable to altering them
by man-made structures. These examples are indicative of the rationale for identiwng and

quantifying impacts within the reversibility framework, which is consistent with the
mainstream objectives of sustainability and sustainable development summarîzed in Section
2.1.4.

Therefore, there is a strong connection between sustaimbility and the proposed

reversibility framework.

4

APPLICATION OF REVERSlBlLlTY FRAMEWORK

me application of the rwersibüity fmework to a detailed electnfication project is disaissed
in this chapter. A background to the selected case study is given in the first main section.
Section 4.2 describes the process of application of the reversibility fiamework. The last main
section in this chapter contains a general discussion of the results.

4.1

The Case Study

A large-scale electrification project in northeastem Manitoba was selected for evaluating the

effectiveness of the proposed revenibility fiamework. The need for this project has already
been established. and some work has aiready been completed to date.
4.1.1

Background
Between 1967 and

Manitoba Hydro constmcted independent local

(

genenting plants and distribution systems for seven of the north central communitier Si.
Theresa Point, Garden Hill, Wasagamack, God' s Lake Narrows, Oxford House, Red Sucker

Lake, and God's River. Since then, the North Central (NC)comrnunities and affiliated Indian
organizations have requested improved electric service on numerous occasions for various
reasons, including population growth and high expectations for a reliable power supply that
were not met by the diesel plants. The gened perception was that these communities were

paying the highest cost in terms of the level and qudity of service, risk to personal safety. and
personal convenience, as well as the highest cost in monthly bills.

The most recent forecasts based on estimated number of houses anticipated that
demand for electricity would increase in the NC communities by an average 4.0% per year in
the next two decades.

To continue to supply the expected energy growth. signifiant

additions to the existing diesel facilities would be required. Continued operation of the

existing diesel facilities, however, would entail rishg cos& due to projected increases in the
cost of diesel fiel and its iransportation, increasing surcharges to government customers, and
the requirement for more land for expansion of the facilities and fuel storage tank.

Furthemore, the "restricted" service provided by diesel generatîon which limits the ability of
NC residents to e n . y the same level of use of electrical apptiances as that provided to other

comparable rural communities would not change significantly. Manitoba Hydro, as mandated
in The Manitoba Hydro Act, is responsible for providing reliable, low-cost electncity to dl

Manitoba customen. Therefore, there is a need for a more reliab1e source of energy capable
of providing unrestricted electric service to the NC communities.
To determine the viability of power supply alternatives, a number of load growth,

feasibility, and cost-benefit analyses were canied out Manitoba Hydro. 1983; IDE, 1984;
Hildebrand Young. 19861. In these studies, a wide range of energy supply alternatives for the
electrification of the NC communities were evaluated, including: comection to Manitoba
Hydro's central system; development of smail, local water power sites; enhanced diesel
generation; generation by wood-fired boiler-stem turbines. wood gasification dual-fuel
engines, and peat- fired steam turbines; solar energy generation; w ind energy generation; and
several hybrid methods. On economic and technological grounds only the central system
supply and the local hydro generation alternatives were considered feasible. Based on hirther
economic analysis. however. the central system supply option proved to be the most viable. A
prel iminary environmental evaluation and socio-economic assessment, contained in a 1984
report by IDE, concluded that potential environmental impacts of the two principal
alternatives were similar, except that the small hydro generation option appeared to have more
serious potential impacts on brook trout habitat and tish passage. The overall conclusion of
the initial study was that on economic, environmental, and social grounds a comection from

the Manitoba Hydro central grid at Kelsey to the communities is the preferred option. The
proposed central system is now known as the North Central Project, NCP. A description of
the NCP is contained in the following section.

-
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Figure 4.1 NCP Transmission and Distribution Liaes
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4.1.2 The North Central Project (WP)

The North Centrai Project (NCP) is an electric transmission and distribution system

designed by Manitoba Hydro (MH) to link nine aboriginal comrnunities in northeastem
Manitoba to the provincial electric power system, as requested by the Government of Canada
and the Province of Manitoba. The existing Kelsey generating station will serve as the NCP

connection point. The nine communities hclude the seven Fit Nations of Oxford House,
God's Lake, G d ' s River, Red Sucker Lake, Garden Hill. Wasagamack. and St. Theresa

Point, and two non-status Community Council commuaities of Island Lake and God's Lake

Narrows (and three other non-status populations at Oxford House, Red Sucker Lake,and St.
Theresa Point).

Figure 4.1 contains a map of the NCP study area and the proposed

transmission and distribution routes. The NCP involves four principal activities:
1. construction of about 518 kilometers of transmission and distribution lines to the

communities from Kelsey Station on the Nelson River (see Figure 4.1);
2. cons~uctingfour transformer stations at Oxfod House, God's Lake Narrows, Garden Hill,
and Wasagarnack;

3. rebuilding and upgnding the power distribution networks within al1 nine communities; and
4. removing the existing local diesel plants and retuming the use of al1 sites, after any needed

clean-up. to the communities.

The base capital cost of the NCP was estimated to be $97.8 million in April 1993. By
February 28, 1993, expenditures had reached approximately $9.56 million on various

components of NCP,including route and site investigation and selection; construction of the
Wasagarnack to St. Theresa feeder line; preliminary transmission and distribution systems, and

communications design; and, community consultation and liaison services. Amal project
costs will be shared 75% by the federal govemment, 15% by the provincial govemment, and
10% by Manitoba Hydro.

4.1.3 Community Support and Concems

In 1990, after a proposed project funding agreement was negotiated among the federai
government, provincial government, and Manitoba Kydro, fiill formal support for the NCP

central supply system alternative was given by the Bands and Communities. Residents were
excited by the prospect of improved morale, heaith and living conditions potentially attainable
through modem water and sewer systems, improved housing anci related amenities. improved
recreational facilities, and other such developments.

Some residents and leaders, especially the eldew, initiaily raised concems regarding the

NCP effects o n the natural resources and traditional values, But these concems were based
on the misconception that the NCP involved flooding of land, and have k e n alleviated
through various information prograrns and community open-house meetings. Basically, a hi$

level of participation (Section 2.1.4.2) has been maintained throughout the phases of the NCP.

4.2

Application of Reversibility Framework

The purpose of conducting this case study of the NCP is to demonstrate the application of the
reversibility fnmework and to evaluate its effectiveness based on the results. Therefore, due

to the availability of information, only the central supply system alternative (the NCP) and

maintenance of the existing diesel genenting facilities are considered. As a hi11 investigation
of al1 the energy supply alternatives (descnbed in Section 4.1.1) would require collection of
relevant data for each alternative. it is beyond the scope of this thesis. It should be noted.

however, that this does not affect the results of the revenibility framework. The four stages
of application of the framework, described in Section 3.2, are demonstrated in the sections

that follow.

Table 4.1 List of NCP Impacts and Conesponding Values aiid Weights
i Cmpact Name
Udb
1 M, ma wti NCP Dksl

1

2 Ttapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Heaith and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water quJityfqumtity
9 Outside workers
10 Air qudity
1 1 Traffic, short-tenn
= tenn
12 Trafic, lori,13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Irnproved frtcilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliance and equipment
18 Criminal behavior

RTL, sq. km
Scale
Scale
Sde
Sde
Scaie
Sde

No,f comm
Sde
Scde
No. Io&
ScaIe

R, Scde
Sale
R Scale
R Scde
R, Scde

1 Rights-of-way
2 Rare ptants

ha
R. ScaIe

3 Wildlife habitat
4 Diesel hie1
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice

sq. km

1 Training anct employment
2 Direct business opponunities
3 Monthly bifls
4 Federal Governrnent savings
5 Provincial Government savings
6 Retrofitting
7 Large businesses
8 Rates savings

M kg
No.

Scaie
R Scale
R. Scale
Scale
M$

Simonth
M$

M$
$/

unit

M$

cents / kWh

4.2.1 Stage 1: Impact Identification

In 1993, Manitoba Hydro prepared an EIS containhg a discussion of NCP impacts
and management techniques desipned to reduce adverse effects of NCP. Critical impacts of

NCP and the diesel alternative were extracted from the EIS. Table 4.1 contains a List of the

identified and categorized impacts. A hiIl description of these impacts is combkd with the
impact quantification stage (Stage II) of the framework so as to achieve continuity in the
discussion and justification for the selection of each impact and its associated value and
weight
4.2.2 Stage Il: Impact Quantification
Table 4. L contains a list of al1 identified impacts and corresponding values for the
parameten of the R-metric. The impacts are described in detail in the following subsections.
Some of these impacts were readily quantifiable while other impacts required a subjective
scale (Scale) or a "risk scale" (R. Scaie) to evaluate theu magnitude. For some of the

impacts, a risk scale was used to indicate the subjective level of the nsk of observing that
impact from undertaking the project. For example, ihe impact of the NCP on tire safety was
evaluated on a risk scale. For each impact, the justification for assigning values and weights is
discussed in the context of the revenibility framework presented in Chapter 3 with reference
to the concepts of resilience. option value, time preferences, and cumulative effects, where
applicable.

Hrrnting

The added pressures on local wildlife populations during or after NCP clearing and

construction are expected to be minunai. Even though about 70% of al1 NCP right-of-way

(ROW)provide new access routes to previously rernote areas that were only accessible by air
(the remaining 30% parallel winter roads and, therefore, do not provide alternative access),

over the longer terni, travel along the ROW will not always be possible. Some concems were

raised regarding disturbance of moose and caribou movement (discussed under ecological
impacts). But harvest of these animals will not be significantly affected by the NCP ROW
cle'uing and construction, and any change in movement and distribution patterns will be of
short duntion. Therefore, on a subjective scale of O to 10, a low value of 1 is assigned to

NCP impacts on hunting in the area. A high weight of 0.85 represents the importance of
hunting to the traditional way of Sie in the NC communities (a large option value will always
be aitached to hunting opportunities).

The diesel alternative wiU not affect hunting

opportunities, thus a value of O is assigned.
Trappe

Trapping is a source for fur production and, therefore, a s o u m of income. It also
represents a component of the traditional way of life in the North Central commuoities, a
social activity. The economic aspects of tmpping are not considered here. Only the social
aspects of the effect of NCP on trapping opportunities are considered. Forty-three (43)
Registered Trap Lines (RTLs) are crossed by the NCP transmission and distribution Iines.
Within any given RTL,the area that would be affected by the ROW clearing mnges from 0.05
km2 to 1.35 km2, the mean value king 0.70 km2. Assuming that the average area (0.70 km2)

is affected in eacch RTL, the worst amount that could be affected is 1.35 km2, and the best
value is O km2. Although the total area affected is a small portion of the total RTL area. a

quasi-option value is attached to trapping opportunities in the area assuming information
regardinp effects of NCP on inpping wiii accumulate as the project proceeds. A high weight
is assigned as the effects are permanent and trapping represents a significant part of the

tnditionat economy and contributes to the quality of traditional life within the NC
communities.
Vîsuul und Arstitetic Eflects

Visuat impacts of the NCP transmission and distribution lines are permanent.
Measures will be taken by Manitoba Hydro to reduce adverse visual impacts (for example,
locating structures 30-50 m from the shoreline, or setting them back from high-walled river
channels. high vegetated banks, and obscurhg them fmm came routes). However, these
changes are unavoidable. The level of resilience of the system for adapting to future changes,
for example, hiture tourist sites, is low. nerefore, a high scale value is assigned. Visual
effects will persist over the longer term even if they are accepted as part of the natural
surroundings and there are no lingering appiehensions on the part of community residents.

Therefore, a high weight is used to represent the importance of visual effects of NCP relative
to other impacts.
Rua&

Substantial Wear and tear of local roads may occur during construction work within
the communities. However, regular maintenance and upgrading will minhize damage to

these roads. Also, new dl-season access routes wiH be consûucted to connect the four
transformer stations to theu host communities, which will also provide alternative routes
between some of these communities. This is a positive effect of NCP. A scale value of 6 out
of 10, O being worst, is assigned. The worst scale value is assigned to the diesel alternative as
it does not provide the opportunity for improvement A relatively low weight is assigned as

changes in existing roads are not considered to have a significant effect on the social seiting m
the NCP area.

Heultk cmd Hygiene

NCP will increase the resilience of NC communities to overcome health problems that
would othenvise accumulate without irnproved electncal service as a result of cumulative
effects of population growth and unreliable power source (diesel). Improved personal hygiene
and cleanliness of homes, businesses, and community facilities will be easier to achieve once

NC residents have easy access to modem plumbing and electrical appliances which will also be
expandable to accommodate population growth. This is considered a substantiai, positive
impact with long tenn benefits. Therefore. a high scale value and a high weight are assigned.
Nutrition and Diet

NCP will create the ability for NC residents to store a larger variety and quantity of
fresh food. This could improve nutrition by encouraging use of more fresh and frozen
foodstuffs, and a greater variety of ways in which foods can be preserved. This impact is
evaluated on a scale representing the potential for improvement in nutrition and diet created
by the NCP or the diesel facilities. The positive effects of the NCP will be realized in the long

tem while enhancernent of the existing diesel facilities will not have a significant long term

effect on nutrition and diet Furthemore, improvements in nutrition and diet are one of the
major changes that have been anticipated by the NC communities fiom the beginning stages of
the NCP. Therefore, a relatively high weight of 0.90 is assigned.

Sufer-r
Many north central midents, especidy elders and children, are unprepared for the

increased risk of accidents involved in their use of, and access to, unfarniliar and more
dangerous elecûical equipment and appliances. Past experieace fiom projects similar to NCP
(such as a land lie for Pukatawagan) has prepared MH for better safety education and
training programs that will begin before and continue past the constniction period. Therefore,
though potential safety impacts could be substantiai (high scale value), safeîy education and
training increases the resilience of residents within the communities to prevent or overcome
safety threats and hazards. Therefore, a low weight is assigned.

Wuter Qriulity and Quuntify; Water and Sewer Systems
Water quality and quantity can only improve as a result of NCP. Tmproved water
supply, in tum, has other cumulative effects such as improved health and hygiene. Central
supply power will: (1) enable use of larger sized motors, pumps and electric heat tape to
prevent water and sewer lines from heezing, and (2) reduce the possibility of motor failure
due to voltage fluctuations; features which have not b e n feasible with the lirnited supply of

the existing diesel generating plants. North central households that haul their water supply

from a nearby lalce or river may use on average 23 liters of water per person each day, which

amounts to 12% to 25% of the per capita consumption in households with indoor plumbing.

Linkages between sanitation, water quality and quantity, and health status are weil established
particularly in relation to the incidence of infectious and parasitic diseases.

Research has

shown that the incidence of intestinal and skin diseases can be reduced where people have
access to at least 60 liters of water per day. Options such as gravity systems and community

or individual septic fields have been ruled out because of population density and growth,
prevailing community layout, topography, soü, bedrock, and other biophysical limitations. A
piped water system, feasible with the NCP,will improve water availabüity in the north central

communities, and is easily expandable. An impmved sewer system will reduce rïsks of poor
health due to poorly constmcted or maintained pit privies. Installation of these systems is
considered to be one of the most signifiant, long term benefits to foUow the NCP. The rate
of time preference for improved sewer and water systems is very high with a scale value of 9;
immediate avaüabiiity of such impmved systems is highly preferred to theu availabüity after,
for example, five yean. Al1 factors considered, the best scale value and îhe highest weight m
the social category are assigned.

O u t d e Workers

The influx of non-resident workers into the community during station construction and
community distribution cebuilding and construction could create adverse impacts. These
could occur as a result of interaction and opposition with local residents. An average of 15
workers (estimated fiom employment tables contained in the NCP EIS documents) is taken as

the value for this impact. At worst, a maximum of 20 outside workers can be expected in

each community during peak construction periods. The influx of workers cm have positive
economic effects. but only the potentially negative social impacts are addressed in the social
category. Adverse impacts should be easily manageable with proper preparation, and can be
minimized because of past experience of MH with similar projects (for example, Pukatawagan
and Split Lake). Therefore, a low weight of 0.35 is assigned.

Air Qtraliry

Air quality can only improve as a direct result of NCP. Even though pollution levels
are considered to be minimai in at least four of the seven communities, cumuiative effects of

hture expansions to diesel (in the absence of NCP) combined with population growth and
expansion of the communities can mate undesirable amounts of air emissions h m the
buming of diesel at the stations and burning of wood and fuel oil in many homes. Therefore,

NCP is assigned the best scale value (10 out of 10) for improving air quality. However, air
quality impacts are not as substantial as water quality impacts. Therefore. a lower weight of
0.8 is assigned to represent the importance of air quality impacts of the two alternatives

relative to impacts on the quality and quantity of water.

Trafic, Short-Term

One year prior to and during NCP constniction seasons. MH and contractor shipments
of materials dong different segments of the road network will signifrcantly increase movement
of traffic. Incnased rraffc volume may lead to accidents (vehicles and pedesinans). There is
also a risk of tempocary disniption of local Mit patterns due to construction vehicles and
dunng line stringing. This impact is evaluated on a subHtive risk scde. As the size of the
NCP is sipificantly larger that the size of the diesel alternative, its short-term adverse effects

on mffic

and related accidents are also potentially larger. This is represented in the assigned

impact scale values for the two alternatives. Past expenaice, use of "rider poies" to prevent
accidents durinp line stringinp, and other measures will m i d e potential hazards. As there
is no risk of cumulative effects, and the adverse impacts on traffic movement wiil end with the

completion of NCP,a very low weipht is assigned.
Truflic. Long-Term
A longer term benefit of NCP in terms of traffic and related hazards (accidents, fuel

spills) is an overall reduction in annual diesel fuel loads hauled to the station sites, and hiel oü
loads hauled to the communities; this does not account for the negative economic impacts of

reduction of hie1 loads. In 1991, based on freight haul statistics, a total of 294 loads were
made to the NC a m For the transport of diesel fuel for MH's facilities. This value is used to
quantily the long-term social benefit of reduced trafic volume. A relatively high weight of 0.7

reflects the importance of this long-tem benefit and other positive cumulative effects, such as
reduced wear and tear of winter roads.

Noise

No significant increase in noise levels is expected from al1 phases of the NCP. Short
term increase in noise levels rnay be experienced during construction of cornmunit.
distribution lines and decommissioning of diesel sites. The level of noise generated by existing
diesel sites is subjectively rated at 1, while the short term impact of NCP on noise levels is

assigned a magnitude of 2 out of 10; 10 beinp the worst possible increase in noise levels
beyond tolenble limits that could lead to disturbance of residents. A low weight of 0.3

reflects the insignificance of this impact relative to other social impacts, as well as its shorttenn duration.

Fire Safety

The effectivenessof any attempt in recent years to upgrade the fm fighting capacity in
the north central region has been consûained by the lack of pressurized water supply.

Improved household fire safety Ml follow NCP as a result of: (1) instaliation of piped water
systems; (2) l e s reliance on old wood-fired c w h g and heating stoves; and (3) improved
residential wiring. NCP will increase the tesilience of communities to prevent, reduce, or
contain residential fires. The use of less flammable insulating oit (compared to diesel fuel used
at existing sites) and improved fire breaks reduce the risk of fice at the new transformer
stations. An "irnprovement scale" is used to quanti@thïs impact NCP is assigned a 9 (out of
10) while the existing diesel service is rated at O in terms of üteir potential for improvement.

This is a positive and potentially long-term effect of NCP. Therefore, a high weight is
assigned.

Improvrrl Rrcreationuf F~icilifies

The potential for improvement in community facilities or establishment of new ones is
genented by NCP.

On a scale of O to 10, 10 representing the hiphest potential for

improvement, NCP is rated at 9. Residents and Band members prefer to possess the option of
improving recreational facilities or building new unes as soon as possible since lack of
recreation is believed to be one of the causes of substance abuse, violence, thefts, and othet
illegal activities in the region. This positive rate of time preference for improved facilities is
evaluated at 7. However, as development of recreational facilities is not a direct result of
NCP, and the positive effects are constrained by high operating costs, a low weight of 0.45 is

assigned relative to other social impacts.
Herizuge Resoitrces

Provincially registered heritage sites, laown areas of local cultural importance, and
new sites identified during field studies along the proposed

ROW have been identified and

avoided during the route selection process. Regardless of these efforts. however, NCP
creates a definite risk of damaging these and other, as yet unidentified, sites. Some areas
could contain unidentified heritage resources. Culturai cesources can be dishirbed when land
surfaces are altered by vehicle use or by excavation. Inappropriate construction practices at
water crossings may contribute to site erosion or slumping that can result in submersion of
important artifacts. in short, then is a relatively high cïsk that heritage resources are damaged
inadvertently. As they are unique and implaceable, the option value attached to retaining and
protecting heritage resources is very high. Those who value such resources tend to exhibit
strong aveaity towards the risk of damaging the resources. Potential effects on heritage
resources are quantified on a risk scale. A high weight of 0.95 is assigned as any damage,
whether inadvertent or deliberate, is irreversible. In other words. the cesilience of heritage
resources to overcome accidental damage is very low.
D m u g e ro Appliunces und Eqriipment

Accidental damage to household appliances and other equipment with the existing
diesel service was typically encountered when too rnany units were plugged in simultaneously
causing overload tripping of service main breakers. NC residents most likely have a high rate

of time preference for the opportunity to eliminate the risk of darnage to their appliances and

equipment. NCP reduces nsk of damage by enabling improvements to household electrical
wiring. NCP is assigned a value of 1, and the diesel alternative a value of 7, on a risk scale of
O to 10. As this is not a substantial impact of NCP or diesel relative to other impacts, a low

weight is assigned.
Criminu1 Beha vior

NC communities may experience a shon term increase in criminal activities, such as

break-ins and thefts, if there is a sudden increase in consumer purchases of new appliances,
power tools, and entertainment equipment; as was experienced in Pukatawagan. However,
experience from communities that received land line power such as Pukatawagan indicates
that residents are likely to obtain a greater sense of well-king and satisfaction as a result of
positive changes associated with improved power supply. Coupled with improvements m

community infrastructure and economic conditions, this may increase the tesilience of
residents and commun@ leaders to deal with crime, violence, substance abuse, and social
tension that now exist Therefore, in the longer term. then is potential for decnasing the
levei of criminal behavior and improving the psychological weU-king widiin the NC
communities. NC residents most likely have a high rate of tirne preference for the oppaunity
to have a greater sense of well-being. This impact is rated on a subjective scale based on the
above discussion. The diesel altemative wiil have insignifîcant effect, whereas the NCP wül
produce an average potential for improvement (scale value of 5) of the psychological wellbeing of NC residents
4.2.2.2 Ecdogical Impacts

R ights-of Wuy cleuring
An estimated 458 km of the total 5 18 km of transmission and distribution line

segments cross treed land, including bogs, mineral soils, and bedrock controlled uplands. The
2,352 ha of required clearing for NCP is significant if taken relative to the insignificant amount
required for expanding the existing diesel sites, the alternative to NCP. Nowever, the total

amount of required clearing is not considered a cumulative effect as it amounts to an area

totaling l e s than 0.01% of the boreal forest in the study area. The effect on the resilience of
the natural forest to withstand shocks, such as forest fires, is insignificant. Therefore, an

assigned impact weight of 0.5 is suficiently low to account for the insignifrcant percentage of
the forest area affected. and is high enough to also account for the significance of the impact

when comparing the two alternatives (NCPand diesel expansion).
Rare Plants

The types and distribution of plants in general, and rare plants in particular, in the NCP
study area are not fully Einown. Even if the rare plants that have been identifieci are available

in abundance elsewhere, darnage or destruction at any one location reduces the natural

biodiversity of the affected area Three out of five rare plant habitats crossed by the proposed

NCP routes are unique to the area. Therefore, the NCP could potentially jeopardize theù

survival. Potentiai damage to a rare plmt species can significantly reduce the resilience of that
species to naturai envimomental and ocher pressures.

On a risk scale of O to 10, O

representing a no-nsk scenario, the risk of potentiai damage to rare plants is evaluated at 7.
The high weight assigned represents the importance of this type of risk as well as the
uncertaiaty regarding the presence of other. as yet unicnown, rare plant species in the NCP
right-of-way (ROW) that could be affiécted.
WiIciIife and Wildlve Hubita~

According to the EIS documents and various exhibits of the NCP study area, 27.4 km2
of wildlife habitat is directly affected by NCP. This amount is spread over a very large area m
excess of 50,000 kmz. thus the resilience of wildlife and their habitat is not likely affected.

Disturbance of wildüfe and their habitat is considered in itself a significant impact However.
woodland caribou are sensitive to disturbances in their habitat Clearing of vegetation on

nised bogs and ridges that support vegetation cover favored by caribou may make wintenng
habitat less attractive to the mimals. The residents of NC communities have also expressed
some concem regarding disturbance of caribou movement patterns affecting their distribution,

and possibly making them more accessible to huniers or less available in traditional hunting

areas. This could increase pressure on the caribou population and reduce their resilience to
w ithstand harvesting pressure.

Therefore, a high impact weight which reflects the importance

of wildlife. especially caribou. and their habitat is warranted. However. the weight is adjusted
(lowered) to refiect the mitigative measures taken by Manitoba Hydro to minimize potential

adverse effects. These measures include an environmental information program to discourage

or restrict construction workers fkom approaching, feeding, hunting, trapping, or otherwise

disturbing wildlife; local provincial Natural Resources OEcers that will monitor worker
conduct; proper disposa1 of waste generated at camp sites and work sites to avoid attracting
scavengen. such as red fox, black bear, and wolf. and control of recreational travel via
snowmobiles.

Diesel Fuel

The 1991 winter road fhight haul statistics indicated that a total of 7 miliim kg of
diesel fuel (46% of dl fuels), equivalent to 294 loads (28% of total loads) or 31% of all
freight, was transported to the communities in that year. This 7 million kg per year is
considered a low but typical amount of diesel hie1 that could be saved as a result of NCP.
Diesel fuel is a non-renewable resource. Regardless of the actual amount, any reductioa in
use of diesel is considered to be beneficial to the environment. Therefore, the highest

category weight is assigned to this impact
Wuter Crossings
A total of 164 water courses are crossed by the NCP transmission and distribution

lines. Twenty-three (23) of these water crosshgs are at locations where the upstream
drainage a m is greater than 30 km2.Water courses of this size are likely to contain important

feeding, spawning, and overwintenng habitat for resident fish populations. A high weight is
assigned as the adverse effects c m persist in the long term creating the potential for future
adversities, such as erosion around important habitat and increased turbidity of spawning
waters. Such complications can occur during routine inspection and maintenance procedures.
Fish und Aquatic Resources

Adverse impacts on fish and their habitat ;ire expected to be virtually undetectable.
However, local populations of pike, walleye, and longnose sucker, for example. could be

affected during one out of a total of six spawning seasons due to blasting and other
construction activities. A very low value of 2 on a risk scale of O to 10 is assigned to
represent potential adverse impacts. Any adverse effects will be minimized through mitigative
measures, for example proper timing of explosions. Contingency plans to prevent andor

minimize potential erosion, drainage alteration and permafrost damage at Stream crossings and
along water bodies, and other impacts that could affect fish and aquatic resources have been

considered by MH. As the NCP does not jeoparàize the resilience of fishenes and fish habitat
to

overcome unforeseen natural pressures, no cumulative effects are expected. Therefore, a

very low weight is assigned.

Hazurdous Materiab

The risk of contamination of soils and ground water by diesel spüls will continue to
exist as long as the diesel sites are operationai. Accidental spills of fuels, lubricants. and other
chemicais during clearing. fxility installation, and operation and maintenance phases of NCP
also create the risk of contamination of soil, ground water. permafrost areas, water bodies.

and wetlands. Ali factors considered, the two alternatives are evaluated on a nsk scale. A
value of 8 is assigned for the risk level of the existing diesel faciüties, and a value of 3 is

assigned to the NCP,as the transmission line alternative eliminates risk of contamination by
eliminating the need for large amounts of diesel bel. A very low weight is assigned as the N k
of contamination by hazardous materials is in itself not substantial. and adequate mitigative

measures and plans for dealing with spills have been developed.
Wild Rice

Segments of the transmission line route cross many minor streams and pas by lakes of
size greater uian 50 ha. Streams and lalies of this size may have hiture potential for
production of wild rice. Some experimental seeding has taken place in the NCP study m a .

Since adverse effects could be discovered after project implementation, and continued
operation and maintenance procedures after the transmission üne has been completed could

impede future production capacity, a high weight is assigned. However. the magnitude of the

iinpact. evaluated on a risk scale, is minimal.
4.2.2.3 Economic Impacts

Training and Employment

Regardless of the actual amount of employment opportunities. the NCP is 100%better
than the existing diesel service in terms of providing short-tenn employment. as well as
contncts that cm be potentially beneficial for ongoing regional economic development The

local Company, Wapanuk, would gain imporîant management and work force experience plus
the opportunity to build its capital base. Over the intermediate and longer term. therefore,

Wapanuk could become an effective cornpetitor for future construction and maintenance

contracts with MH, or for local development of sewer and water installation, road work,
housing and community facilities. NC companies, especially Wapanuk, wouid pnfer to obtah
training and employment oppomuiities as soon as possible. so theu rate of time preference for

these opportunities is very high. A sale value of 10, the best possible value, is assigned to
impacts of NCP on training and employment Enhancement of the existhg diesel faciüties wili
not produce such training and empbyment opportunities, thus a value of O is assigned to the
diesel alternative* In the economic category of impacts, this is considered to be the most
important impact of NCP. Therefore, the highest weight of 1 is assigaul.
Direct Business Opportunities; Wupanuk

Three contracts have k e n set aside, These have been estimated at $25 million, and
include: clearing of ail transmission and distribution line ROW, construction of the
transmission Iine; and, selected civil constnrction work on the four transformer stations. This
is a substantial but short-term economic benefit gained directly from NCP, as reflected in the

assigned impact weighi of 0.8.
Motzthly Bills

The impact of new land line service on monthly electricai bills will depend on basic
residential consumption which will Vary depending on the number of appliances and electrical
equipment and the rate at which these are used in each household. The present average of
$41 per month (quantifies the effect of the diesel alternative on monthly bills) couM increase

to between S 100 and $120 per month, the average of which quantifies the impact of NCP on

monthty bills. Households that choose 200 arnp service with electric heat could experience

average monthly bills of up to $230 (used as the worst value in the R-metric). However,

residents are fkee to choose the type of service they desire, and are not compelled to upgrade
at any time during or after construction of NCP. As increases in monthly bills are permanent,
a high weight should be assigned to this impact

However, MH is prepared to help

community leaders educate residents about how to undentand rates and billings, and how
much more electricity they are likely to consume after they are comected to land Ihe power.

Therefore. an adjusted weight of 0.85 is assigned, which represents the importance of the

impact of NCP (the diesel alternative wiU not significantiy affect consumption rates) on
monthly electric bills relative to other economic impacts, but also accounts for the mitigative
measures as well as the discretion regarding type of sexvice

Su vings to Federol Governrnent

Fedenl govemment facilities, including federal departments, crown corporations,
federally funded schools, nuaing and health stations, and the RCMP wili collectively benefit
from annual cost savings of approximately $2.0 million (1992.6) at their north central
operations.

This is a long tenn benefit that will be d z e d after completion of NCP.

Therefore, a high weight of 0.95 is assigned.
Suvings ro Pro vinciul G overnment

In total, provincial govemment facilities, including provincial depar?ments, crown
corporations, and the Provincially funded Frontier School Division will benefit from annual
cost savings of approximately $450,000 (199S). This is a direct long tenn benefit of NCP.
Therefore, a high weight of 0.95 is assigned.
Retrojftting and Conrwsions

The cost of residentiai r e w i ~ gand upgradhg to 200 amp dl-electric service,
including electric heat, is $2,700 (1992$) per housing unit. It is expected that the most

common residential conversion will be to a 100 amp service, which will cost $2.400 (199s)
per housing unit. This value is taken as the average cost of upgrading, and the 200-amp
conversion as the worst possible value. A low weight, relative to other economic impacts, of
0.65 was assigned as upgrading costs are one-time costs and the residents are not compelled
to convert and upgrade at any time during or after construction of NCP.
Oper<ltingCost Savings to Large Bitsinesses

Projected annual reductions in electrical costs for large businesses is estimated at

$500,000(1992$) per year. In addition to the monetary aspects, this is a long term benefit

ihat wil1 increase the resilience of large businesses. nrmiely their abiüty to adapt to changes m

regional markets. Therefore, a high weight of 0.9 is assigned.
Rutes Suvingx Small Businesses and Full Cost Customers

Smail businesses with greater than 15 amp service now face a Full Cost rate of
32.@/kWh. With the cornpletion of NCP al1 Full Cost commercial customers wïU pay

average energy charges of 5 to 6$/kWh. lhis is a significant decrease that will open up new
options for various types of businesses that may be viable in the region and influence existùlg
and future business development A weight of 0.75 refïects the relative importance of this

impact, but also talces into account the fact that the substantial reduction in Full Cost energy
rate only applies to Full Cost customers.
4.2.3 Stage III: Application of R-Metric

The R-metric presented in Chapter 3 was applied to the data (Table 4.1). The
resultin~reveaibility indexes and threshold limits are summarized in Table 4.2. The analysis
was carrïed out using Microsoft Excel; see Appendix A for a detailed list

Index
TCTc-

Scded RCI(NCP)

Scded RC2(Dieset)

The "scaled" indexes are calculated by sirnply dividing the actuai R-mehic by Tc- in
each category. In the social category, the diesel alternative is 78% irreversible whereas the

NCP is 49% irreversible. A cornparison of Uiese values shows that

the

NCP is

the least

irreversible, hence the most preferred alternative in al1 three categories. The economic

impacts of NCP. aside fiom the capital costs and operation and maintenance cosu. are mainiy
positive impacts (Table 4.1) such that theû combined degree of irreversibility of 29%is very
low compared to 90% for the diesel alkmative. In the ecologicai category, the irreversibflity

of NCP is only 7% l a s than the diesel alternative. Cleariy. the decision maker responsible for
selecting the besi alternative would desire more information pertaining to the ecologicai
impacts and theù quantitied values and weights before making a selection.
4.2.4 Stage IV: Sensitivity Analysis
4.2.4.1 Impact Weights

The first parameter tested for sensitivity was the set of weights. This was done by
genenting a different set of weights and applying the R-metrîc. A total of ten sets were

genented each containhg a random value between 0.30 and 1.00 for each impact in al1 three

categories. The lower bound of this range (0.30) corresponds to the lowest weight wigned;
a weight less than 0.30 is not likely to be assigned to an impact as it ùnplies that the impact is
not considered to be significmt and should, therefore, be excluded

fkom the list Thus, ten

sets of reversibility indexes were obtained. This approach was used only to demonstrate the
procedure of conducting a sensitivity analysis on impact weights. Specifjhg a range of
weights for each impact which represent the level of confidence (the shorter the range the

higher the confidence in assigning the original weight) would produce more meanin,$bl
results. The results of the random analysis are sumrnarized in Table 4.3 (see Appendk B for
the complete sensitivity results obtained using Microsoft Excel).

Table 4 3

-4 ritegory Indexes Calculated for
(-,
I

,

Catepory

R,'

Ten Sets of Randomly Generated Weights
No. of Times
Cateeory Indexes Correspondhg to Random Weight Se&
1
2
3
4
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10 R d e d F i r s t
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Economic

RJ2

10.86

' j - I for NCP. j-2forDiesel

0.94 0.84 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.91 0.7 1 0.76 0-89

1

O

1

The last column in Table 4.3 indicates the number of times that each alternative is
ranked best in each category. in both ihe social and economic categories the NCP has the
Iowest category index for ail ten sets of weights indicating that the range of indexes
corresponding to changes in category weights dœs not signincantly affect the selection of the
least irreversible altexnative in these two categories. In the ecological category, however, the

range of indexes for the two alternatives overlap so that the diesel alternative is ranked best m
7 of the 10 sets of weights while the NCP is ranhd best ody 3 times. An immediate

observation is that the ecological category indexes are sensitive to changes in the weights
assigned to ecological impacts.
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4.2.4.2 Impact Values

Using the original set of weights, the sensitivity of the category indexes of the two

alternatives to changes in impact values was analyzed. The approach taken was to fmt
determine which impact values were quantified with a high level of confidence in Stage 11 of
the reversibiüty framework. For example, it can be said, with a high level of confidence, that
the diesel alternative will not have

a signifiant efféct on health and hygiene (social impact

number 5). rare plants (ecological impact nurnber 2). or provide direct business opportunities
(economic impact number 2); note that the use of the term "confidence" has no statistical
connotation here. These impact values were then excluded from the sensitivity analysis. This
approach is particularly useful for larger applications of the reversibility framework. The

impacts that were tested for sensitivity and corresponding results of the sensitivity analysis are
summarized in Table 4.4.
The value of each impact tested for sensitivity was changed to its worst value or a
percentage of its original value and the R-metric was applied with al1 other parameten held at
their original value. The "changed index value" column in Table 4.4 is compared to the

original index value to determine whether the selection of the l e s t ineversible alternative m
the corresponding category is affected. For example, a significant change in parameter fi 1 I

(value of impact number 1 for NCP in the social category) did not affect the original selection
of the NCP as the least irreversible alternative in the social category; the changed index value

for the NCP (Ri 1

=

0.56) remains less than the index value for the diesel alternative (R12 =

0.78). Similarly for the other parameters tested, the change in the indexes corresponding to

changes in the parameters tested did not affect the selection of the l e s t irreversible alternative

(the NCP) except in the case of ecological impactsfiti (rare plants) andfigl (wild rice). As
indicated in Table 4.4, the ecological category index for the NCP,RZ1,exceeds the ecological
category index for the diesel alternative. &, if the original subjective value for fi21 is
increased by 28% or more. The same occurs with an increase of 85% or greater from the

original value of hgl. This observation suggests that further investigation of the potential
impact of the NCP on the rare plants in the area and the potentiai for production of wild rice
in the future is required.

4.3

Discussion

The outcome of the application of the reversibility framework to the selected case study
indicates that the NCP is the least irreversible alternative when compared to the option of

maintaining the existing diesel facüities. nie level of confidence in quantimg impact values
and weights was high in al1 thne categorks due to the abundance of available infomation.

Most of the identified impacts were not appticable to the diesel option so that the best value,
Mi, was appropriately assigned. Accordingly, the sewitivity analysis c k e d out in Stage IV
was simplified by excluding most of the parameters i;n (impact values for alternative 2) from

the analysis. If the level of available information is scarce. most of the impact values and
weights would be quantified with a low level of confidence and. therefore, a more rigorous

sensitivity analysis would be required.
There are no temporal restrictions on the application of the reversibility framework.
The analytical stages of the framework, Stage III and Stage IV, facilitate the application of the

framework at different times during project implementation. for example when new
infomation regarding certain impacts becomes available.

The impacts can be adjusted

according to the new infomation, and Stage III repeated to obtain a new set of indexes.

The reversibility framework can be applied at various stages of the decision making
process, including project reconnaissance pal and Rajappa, 19931 or appraisals which are

camed out for the purpose of detemining whether the project should be puaued, design and

engineering of b i b l e altematives. initial screening of feasible alternatives, or the final
selection of the least irreversible alternative. The framework can be used for predicting what
type of mitigation measures would be required for certain impacts in order to reduce the
irreversibility of the alternatives. The framework can aiso be used for assessing project
location, proposed constmction or operation.
The role of stakeholders or interest groups was not discussed.

An important

chancteristic of the reversibility framework is its flexibüity in tenns of its potential users. The
reversibility framework can be applied by different groups of stakeholders to obtain a set of
category indexes corresponding to each group. The category indexes for different interest
groups would be comparable as al1 groups would apply the frameworlc systematically. though

with slightly varying levels of subjectivity. The stakeholders involved in the NCP case shidy
include NC resideiits, Manitoba Hydro, NC Commun@ Councils, governmcnt fiicüities in the

area, and the local businesses. The pnferences of these p u p s can be expressed in the impact
values and weights, and theû respective indexes compared to determine the most prefened
alternative in each group, or to detennine the level of consensus or discordance arnong the
groups.

The issue of depndence between impacts was discussed in Section 3.2.1. Through
the process of idenriQing. categorizing, and classifyiag impacts of a particular development

project, dependence could be detected. A very strong dependence between two impacts
would indicate that the impacts are similar and represent different dimensions of the same
effect of the project under consideration. In that case, the two impacts would be combined

into one impact. In most cases. however, such as the examples discussed in Section 3.2.1.

dependence would be accounted for through the assignment of weights and values. Fit,

since a single word or phrase is used for each impact in the list, the impacts must be discussed
and analyzed in detail so as to prevent misconceptions. In Table 4.1, for example, it appears
that there is dependence between >vatercrossings andfish and aquaficresources, two impacts

listed separateiy in the ecological category. However, as explained in Section 4.2.2.2, water
crossuigs represent a long-tem effect whereas fish and aquatic resources represent a short-

term effect of the NCP. Second, values and weights are appropriately assigned; a relatively
high weight of 0.95 is assigned to wuter crossings while the impact on fish and aquuric

resources is weighted at a low value of 0.35.

After carefuiiy following the systematic

procedure oullined herein. possible dependence between impacts, in the same category or m
different categories, would be hlly refiected in the procedures used*

5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The revenibility framework is proposed as a combined theoretical and analytical tool for
implementing reversibility as one of many viable sustahabiiity criteria in the decision makùig
process. The integration of theoretical aspects of sustauiability into the fmework has
increased its validity and effectiveness for application as a tool for sustainable project
selection. Therefore, the fmework is an appropriate tool for implementing reversibility as
one of many possible criteria for achieving sustainable project selection. In addition, the

proposed framework has provided an expanded view of development projects, the
construction of electrical transmission and distribution lines in particular, that involve use of
natural ecological resources and affect social and economic factors.
Environmental impact statements (EIS). discussed in Chapter 1. can be used as a
reference point for evaluating the efficacy of the proposed reversibility framework.
Environmental impact statements, which summarize the findings of the process of
environmental impact assessments (HA). contain a great amount of information about
potential social, ecological and economic impacts. This information is presented in a varieiy
of formais of text and tables which are acceptable and follow regulated govemment

guidelines.

As indicated in Chapter 1. the most significant attempt at establishing and

regulating p a l s of sustainability has been the incorporation of EIA guidelines into legislation.
However, even though the ultimate goal of EIA is to achieve sustainability, it does not address
a specific sustainability issue. Comprehensive frarneworlis, such as the one proposed herein
for measuring reversibility, are more efficient for achieving sustainability at the project

selection level. Furthenore, the reversibüity framework, because of the fact that it is based
on sustainability criteria, increases awareness of the existing state of natural resources and

instigates a mon1 obligation to act so that protecting natural resources and achieving
sustainability becomes more than a set of government regulations.
An additional advantage gained from using the reversibility framework is that the

required information can be obtained €rom as many sources as are available, and compiled in a
systematic form. The fnmework is sufficiently transparent so as to facilitate presentation of

the matenal to various interest groups or to higher authorities who may lack the relevant
expertise.

nie msults of the application of the reversibility framework in the case study of the
North Central Project showed that the least imversible alternative is the central supply system
(the NCP) when compared to the option of maintaining the exisiting diesel generathg
facilities. The Ureversibility index of the NCP alternative in each of the thtee categories
(social, ecological, economic) was lower than that of the diesel alternative. In a sensitivity
analysis, changes in impact weights did not affect the selection of NCP as the lest irreversible
alternative in the social and economic categories. The ecological index was found to be
sensitive to changes in the weights assigned to ecological impacts. Further observations,
made in the sensitivity analysis of category indexes to changes in impact values, suggested that

Further investigation of the impact of NCP on the rare planîs and on the potential for
production of wild rïce is required. Based on the high levei of confidence in quantifjkg
impact values and weights, it was concluded that the selection of NCP as the ieast irreversible
alternative did not change.
When the NCP was initiated by Manitoba Hydro, the selection of the central supply
alternative was essentially based on economic feasibility. Once the decision to implernent the
central supply system was made, an environmentai impact assessment was cacried out
according to specific guidelines in order to ensure minmial social and ecological impacts and
to devise mitigative plans for minimizing certain effects. The credibility of sustainable project
decisions would significmtly increase if these decisions were based on sustaioability criteria
such as reversibility, rather than first selecting an alternative based on some economic criteria
and then attemptinp to meet sustainabilityobjectives. An environmental impact assessment, or

any other process of identifyinp project effects, can precede a sustainability framework such as
the proposed reversibility fnuaework, and the final project selection cm be based on the

outcome of the framework. Such an approach would also ailow modifications to be made to
project alternatives during the project design phase for the purpose of minimizing the
irreveaibility, namely for optimizing the sustainability criteria
The observations based on the outcome of the case study have clarified some inherent

attributes of the reversibility hmework. These attributes are: the identification of impacts

(rare plants and wild rice) which. are relatively sensitive and more significant than otheis m
terms of their effect on the reversibility indexes and, thezefore, require hirther investigation;
the temporal fleniility of the framework, namely its potential application during project

reconnaissance, design of alternatives, evaluatioa of the alternatives. selectioa of the "best"
alternative, and during project implementation; and the ability of the fmework to incorporate
various sources of expertise in the social. exological and economic categories.
Several suggestions for expansions to the reversibility framework or for hiture work in
a similar direction are included in the following paragraphs.
The exponent in the Lp-metnc (Chapter 3) was fmed at a value of 2 for deriving the

proposed R-metric. The selection of the value of p could be explored fûrther. Changing the
exponent p would most likely result in changes in the category indexes. and possibly in the
decision regarding the least irreversible alternative. The effect of changes in the value of p on
the indexes can also be tested in the sensitivity analysis.
It was noted that the role of various interest groups or stakeholders in the NCP case

study was not discussed. G m e theoretic models [Hipel et ai., 1993; Shubik. 19831 could be
used to analyze conflicts between the interest groups involved in a project. The impact
weights could be defiied separately by each stakeholder, and game theory could be applied in

order to determine the "best" set of weights to be used in the framework for the -seIectionof
the least irreversible alternative. Altematively, game theoretic models could be applied to sets

of indexes obtained for each stakeholder using a set of criteria (for example. the physical

distance of stakeholders fiom affected area. number of people represented by each group,
level of capital invested by each group) in order to find the best combination of indexes.
Another usefd method for representing the preferences of stakeholders is discussed in Bender
[ 1 9961.

Methods for combining the three category indexes into one index per alternative
should be explored. This could simplify the h a 1 project selection phase as it would replace
the three criteria. namely the category indexes, on which the f d selection is based by one

criterion, namely one index. A simple method of combining the three indexes is to calculate a
weighted average. This would require the selection of category weights based on some

criteria, for example, the physical scale of each project alternative or the total invested capital
which has a high degree of irreversibiiity v e m s operating cos& which can be altered and are

therefore more reversible.
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APPENDIX A
Detailed Results of R-Metric Application

Detded C~culatfonsof Category ReversiMlty Indexes
-

cacuw* -ncuhom

i Impact Name

NCP Diescl

Socid
1 Hunting

Scale

2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water quality/quantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
I 1 Traffic, short-terrn
12 Traffic, Iong-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Improved fricilities
16 Heritage resources
17 AppIimces and equipment
18 Criminal behaviour
Total social impacts

T,, Te,

0.00 0.7:
0.00 0.7:
0.00 0.8 1
0.00 0.42
0.01 0.90 0.00 0.9(
0.01 0.8 1 0-00 0.81
0.13 0.00 0.00 O. lt
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.a
0.07 0.00 0.00 O. 12
0.00 0.64 0.00 0.6d
0.04 0.00 0.00 0.12
0.00 0.64 0.00 0.64
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12
0.00 0.49 0.00 0.4s
D.00 0.09 0.00 0.0s
0.90 0.00 0.00 0.9C
D.00 0.10 0.00 0.2C
D.23 0.90 0.00 0.9C
153 2.45 0.00 3.13
0.49 0.78
0.01 0.00
0.19 0.00
0.66 0.00
0.07 0.42

RTL sq-ka
Scaie

Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale

Scale
NoJcomm.
Sale
Scale
No. loads
Scale
R, Scale
Sale
R, Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale
18

Rij
Scded RI

Zcofogical
1 ROW

2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts
Category weight
1 Training and employment
2 Direct business opportunity
3 Monthly bills
4 Fedenl Govt. savings
5 Provincial Govt. savings
6 Retrofitting
7 Large businesses
8 Rates savings
Total economic impacts

hectares
R. Scale
Square km
LMkg
No.
R. Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale
8

O
O
O
7
O
O
O
O

2352 050 2352
10 0.95
7
50000 0.80 27.4
O
1.00 7
164 0.95 23
LO 0.35 2
10 0.45
3
10 0.85
4

1.00
Scaie

10

M$

25
O
2
0.44

$ / month

M$
M$
unit

$/

M$
cents / k W h
8

O

0.5
6

0.25
0.44
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
O
1.00
O 0.02 0.00
O 0.00 0.00
8 0.02 O. 13
O 0.12 0.00
0.92 1.06
Rzj
Scaled RZi 0.42 0.49
O
O
O

1.00
10
O
0.80 25
O
230 0.85 110 41
O
0.95
2
O
O
0.95 0.44 O
2700 0.65 2400 O
O
0.90 0.5
O
32.4 0.75
6 32.4
O
O

Scaled R3i 0.29 090 1
2

* Each valtie caiculated as:

IV,

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.25
0.90
0.64

1.00
0.90

0.12
0.20
0.72

2.18

APPENDIX B
Detailed Results of Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity Analysis of Impact Wdghb
Ten sets of impact weights were randomly generated between a value of 030and 1.00, in al1 three
cacegories simultaneouslyand the cofze~p~nding
categoty indexes were recorded (Table 4.3)

i Impact Name
Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping

3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water qualitylquantity
9 Outside workers
t O Air quality
1 1 Traffic, short-tenn
12 Traffic, Iong-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 lrnproved facilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Criminal behaviour
TotaI social impacts

Uni&
Scaie

RTL sq. krr
Scaie

Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scak
Nolcomm.
Scde

ScaIe
No. ioads
Sde
Sde
Scale
R Scale
R. Scale
Scale
18
ScJed Ri;

Ecological

1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 WiIdlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Haz~dousmaterials
8 Wild rice
Total ecologicd impacts

hectares
R. Scale
Square km
LMkg

No.
R. Scde
R. Scale
R. Scale
8

Scaled RZi 059 0.32

<conomic
I
I
1 Training md employrnent Scale
10
O
0-75 10
O 0.00096
2 Direct business opportunity M $
25
O
0.78 25
O 0.00 0.621
3 MonthIy bills
$/month
O
230 0.30 110 41
4 Fedetrl Govt. savings
M%
2
O
0.30
2
O
5 Provincial Govt. swings
M$
0.44
O
0.56 0.44 O
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
O
2700 0.94) 2400 O
7 Large businesses
iM$
05
O
0.63 O S
O
8 Rates
cents / kwhl 6
32.4 0.67
6 32.4 10.00 0.45
Total economic impacts
8
R3
0.8 1 1.56
Scaled hi 0.44 0.86

I

1

i Impact Name

-fNCP D i i

Te* Te,

Scaled R3i 0.27 0.941

I

Units

Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water qualitylquantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
L 1 Tmffic, short-tenn
L 2 Traffic, long-terrn
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 improved facil ities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Criminal behavioiir
Total social impacts

Scaie
RTL sq. km
Scale

Sale
Scale
Scale
Sale
Scale
NolcommSmle
Sale
No. Io&
Sale
ScaIe

Sale
R, Scale
R. Scale
Scale
18

O

0.85

5

O

Rlj

Scaled Ri;
Scological
1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazarcious materials
8 Wild tice
Total ecological impacts

hectares
R. Scaie
Square km
hl kg
No.
R, Scale
R. Scaie
R. Scale
8

O
O
O
7
O
O
O
O

2352
10
50000
O
t64
10
10

IO

0.60 2352
0.61
7
030 27.4
0.58 7
095
OS9

0.42
0.46

23
2
3
4

O
O
O

O
O
O
8
O

R2j

konomic
1 Training and employment Scde

2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
4 Federal Govt, swings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. savings
M$
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cenu 1 k ~ h l 6
Total economic impacts
8

32.4

0.40

6

32.4

i Impact Name
Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water quality/quantity
9 Outside workers
IO Air quality
1 1 Traftïc, short-term
12 Traffic, long-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Improved facilities
16 Hentage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Criminal behaviour
Total social impacts

1

ROW

2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecologicai impacts

Uaits

W e
RTL sq. km
Scale
Sc*
Scale
Scale
Scaie
Scale
No/ cornm-

Scale
Scale
No. loads
Scak
Scale
Sale
R. Scaie
R. S a l e
Scale
18

hectares
R. S d e
Square km
iW kg

No,
R. Scale
R. Scale
R, S a l e
8
I

konomic
1 Training and employrnent Scale
2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
4 Fedenl Govt. savings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. savings M $
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
7 Large btisinesses
M$
8 Rates
cents / k W h
Total economic impacts
8

1

I
I

R3j

0.74 1.66 0.00 1.98

Sdiled RSj 0.37 0.84

Weigbt Set 4
i Impact Name
Social
L Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Viiual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water qualitylquantity
9 Outside workers
10 Ait quality
1 1 Traffîc, short-tenn
12 Tnffic, long-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Improved facilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Crimind behaviout
Total socid impacts

Units
Scale
RTL sq. lan
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scaie
Scale
Scale
NoJcomrn.
Scaie
Scale
No. ioads
ScaIe
Scaie
Scaie

R. S d e
R Scale
ScaIe
18

1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hatardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts

Scaled RIi

1

Ccologid
R, Scale
Square km
M kg
No,
R Sale

O
O
O
7
O
O

R Scale
R Scale

O
O

hectares

8

Scded Rii
konomic
1 Training and employment Scaie
2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
4 Federal Govt. swings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. savings
M$
6 Retrofitting
$ 1 unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cents / kWh
Total economic impacts
8

Scaled R3i 0.29 0.93)

I

i Impact Name
Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic

4R d
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water quality/quantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
I 1 Traffic, short-term
12 Traffic, long-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 [mproved fxilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
t 8 Criminal behaviour

Units
Scaie

R n ~ q kn
.
Sde

Scale
Sde
Sde

Scale
Scale
NoJcomm.

Scale
ScaIe

No. loads
Sale
Sde

Scale

R-S a l e
R. S a l e
Sde

m

Scologicai
t

ROW

2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and riquatic resources
7 Hazardous matends
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts

hectares
R. Scale
Square km
M kg

No.
R. Scaie
R. Scale
R. Scale
8

1 Training and employment Scale
2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
M$
4 Federal Govt.savings
5 Provincial Govt. savings M $
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cents / kWh
Total economic impacts
8

i Impact Narne
Socid
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads

Units
Scaie

RTL sq. km

ScaIe
Scaie
5 Health and hygiene
Scale
6 Nutrition and diet
Scale
7 Sdety
Scale
8 Water quality/quantity
Scale
9 Outside workers
Nolcornm10 Air quality
Scale
1 1 Traffic, short-tenn
Scale
12 Traffic, long-term
No. toads
13 Noise
Scale
14 Fire safety
Scale
15 Improved facilities
Scale
16 Heritage resources
R. Scale
17 Appliances and equipment R. Scale
18 Criminal behaviour
Scale
18
Total social impacts

Zcological
1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 WildIife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 WiId rice
Total ecological kpacts

hectares

R. Scale
Square km
M kg
No.
R, ScaIe

R. Scale
R. Scale
8

Sconornic
1 Training and employment Scale

10
O
0.30 IO
O 0.00
2 Direct business opportunity M $
25
O
0.45 25
O 0.00
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
O
230 030 110 41 0.02
4 Federal Govt. savings
M$
2
O
0.52 2
O 0.00
5 Provincial Govt. savings M $
0.44
O
0.32 0.44 O 0.00
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
O
2700 0.73 2400 O 0.43
7 Large businesses
M$
OS
O
0.61 O 5
O 0.00
8 Rates
cents 1 kWh 6
32.4 0.30 6 32.4 0.00
Tord economic impacts
8
R3j
0.67
Scated R3i 0.50

0.09
0.20
0.00
0.27
0.1 1
0.00
0.38
0.09
1-07
0.80

i Impact Name

Units

Socid
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water qudity/quantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
11 Traffic, short-term
12 Traffic, long-tenn
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Improved facilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Applimces andequipment
18 Criminal behaviour
Total social impacts

kologicril
1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 \Vater crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts

Scaie

RTL sq. kn
Sc&
Scale
Scaie
Sale
Sde
Scale

NoJcomm.
Sale
Scale
No. loads
Scde
Sde

Scale
R. Scale
R-Scale
Scde
18

hectares
R. Scale
Square km
iM kg

NoR. Scale
R. Scale
R-Sotle

1

O

10

8

030

4
Rzj

O

Scded R3

Smnomic
1 Training and employment Scde
2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ 1 month
4 Feded Govt. swings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. savings
M$
6 Retrofitt ing
$ 1 unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cents I k ~ h l 6
Total economic impacts
8

32.4

0.64
10
O
0.45 25
O
030 110 41
030 2
O
0.44 0.44 O
0.55 2400 O
o s O5 O
0.85
6 32.4
R3j

Scded R3i 0.34 0.9 1

1

Weight Set 8

i Impact Nme
Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Water quditylquantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
1 1 Traffic, short-term
12 Traffic, long-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 lmproved fsicilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Crirninal behaviour
TotaI social impacts
-

-

-

-

bits
Scaie

RTL sq. kn
Scaie

Scaie
Scale
Scaie
Sde
Sde

NoJcomm.
Scaie
Scaie
No. loads
Scale
Scale
Scaie

R. Scale

R. S a l e
Sale18

--

ic0iogica1
1

ROW

2 Rare plants
3 WiIdlife and habitat
4 Dieset fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts

hectares
R. S a l e
Square km

M kg
No.
R. Scale
R. S a l e
R. Scale
8

konomic
1 Training and employment Scaie
2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ 1 month
4 Fedenl Govt. swings
M$

5
6
7
8

Provincial Govt. savings
Retrofitting
Large businesses
Rates
Total economic impacts

M$
$1 unit
M%

cents / kWh
8
Scaled RSj O5 6 0.7 1

1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Sdety
8 Water qualitylquantity
9 Outside workets
10 Air quality
1 1 Tnffic, short-term
12 Traffic, long-term
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 Improved facilities
16 Heritage resources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Criminal behaviour
Total social impacts

Sale
RTL sq, km
Sde
Scale

Scate
Scale
Sde
Scaie
NoJcomm.

Sde
Sde
No. loads
Scale
Scale
Scaie

R. Scde
R- Scale
Scde
18

Rtj
Scaled Ri;

Scological
1

ROW

2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecologicat impacts

hectares
R. Scale
Square km
hl kg

No.
R. Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale
8

Rtj
Scaied Rzj

konomic
1 Training and employment Scaie
10
O
0.50 10 O
2 Direct business opportunity M $
25
O
0.75 25
O
3 Monthly bills
$/month
O
230 0.68 Il0 41
4 Federal Govt. savings
M$
2
O
030
2
O
5 Provincial Govt. swings
M$
0.44
O
0.34 0-44 O
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
O
2700 0.84 240 O
7 Large businesses
M$
05
O
OJO 0 5
O
8 Rates
cents / kWh 6
32.4 0.69
6 32-4
Total economic impacts
8
R3j
0.82 1.26 0.00 1.66
Scaled Rt; 0.49 0.76

1

1

i Impact Name
Social
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Health and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Sakty
8 Water qualitylquantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
1 1 Traffic, short-tenn
12 Traffic, long-tenn
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 trnproved facilities
IO Heritage tesources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Crimina1 behaviour
Total social impacts

Units
Scaie
RTL q-km
Scaie
Sciùe
ScaIe
Scaie
Scale
Scale
NoJcomm.

Sale
Scale
No. loads

Scale
Scale
Scale
R. Scde
R- Scate
Scate
18

Icological
I ROW
2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish ruid aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecological impacts

hectares
R. Scale
Square km

M kg
No.
R. Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale
8

konornic
1 Training and employment Scale

2 Direct business opportunity M $
3 Monthly bills
% / month
4 Federal Govt. swings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. swings M $
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cents / k W h

Sensitivity Anaiysis of Impact Values
The values shown in bdd were Ïnâïvidually altered in order to determine the corresponding
category indexes (Table 43)
-

i Im~actName
Soda1
1 Hunting
2 Trapping
3 Visual and aesthetic
4 Roads
5 Heaith and hygiene
6 Nutrition and diet
7 Safety
8 Warer quality/quantity
9 Outside workers
10 Air quality
1 1 Traffic, short-terni
12 Traffic, long-terni
13 Noise
14 Fire safety
15 lmproved facilities
16 Heritage cesources
17 Appliances and equipment
18 Criminal behaviour
Total sociai impacts

Units

Md

md

IV,

cjlco-ljccd

-

f

fd,

Sde

RTL sq. kn
Sde
Sde
Scale
Sale
Sde
Sde
NolcornrnScde
Scale
No, loads
Sale
Scale
Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale
Smle

18
Scaled RI:

Zcologicai
1 ROW
2 Rare plants
3 Wildlife and habitat
4 Diesel fuel
5 Water crossings
6 Fish and aquatic resources
7 Hazardous materials
8 Wild rice
Total ecologicd impacts
-

-

-

-

hectares
R. Scale
Squiue km
LMkg
No.
R. Scale
R. Scale
R. Scale

- - -

8

Cconomic
1 Training and employment Scde
2 Direct business oppottunity M $
3 Monthly bills
$ / month
4 Federal Govt. savings
M$
5 Provincial Govt. savings M $
6 Retrofitting
$ / unit
7 Large businesses
M$
8 Rates
cents / kWh
Total economic impacts
8
Scaled R3;

N B Dies

